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Abstract

Precise geodetic measurements of satellite motions provide infoimation on the
forçes acting on the satellite and enable the positions of the tracking staiions to be
gstimated in a geoêentric reference frame. Both yield geophysically useful results.
Of 'the forces acting on the satellite, the Earth's gravity field is of very considerable
interest, providing information on the planet's lateral density väriations and, lèss
dirêctly, on the stress state and dynamic mantle processès. Tidal forces on the
satellite can also be deduced and theÀe provide estimaies of global elastic and anelastic
parameters of the Earth. The precise position measurementQ permit a determination
gf the Earth's rotational behaviour which gives a global measure of mass and momen-
tum shifts in the oceans and atmosphere and within the Earth itself. These méasure-
ments, when refined, will also provide a measure of instantaneous plate tectonic
motions. Satellite tracking methods, geodetic procgdures and results are described
in this review, with the emphasis placed on the geophysical significance of the results.
The discussion is limited mainly to the solid Earth. Anticipated or possible future
developments in satellite tracking, in geodetic theories and in satellite instrumenta-
tion are discussed within a ffamework of the geophysical rationale. Some of the
objectives of satellite geodesy can also be attained by space techniques other than
the use of aítificial satellites. These include long-baseline interferometric observa-
tions of natural stellar or artificial lunar sources and laser range observations to the
Moon. These methods are largely compatible with the satellite techniques rather
than being directly competitive. The use of the satellite techniques for the Moon
and planets is also discussed, again with the emphasis placed on the geophysical
consequences of these measurements.

This review was received in April 1978.
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and. Ocean Physics, Res. Conf. 9 1979 (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University), (v) Arffi-
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Methods and geophysical aþþlications of satellite geodcsy

1. Introduction i, l
In this review we are concerned with the application of geodetic techniques,

with the emphasis on recent space.methods, to some geophysical problems,related
to the stiucture of the Earth's interior. Application of these methods to the Moon
and, other planets are also discussed., The objectives of geodesy can be grouped
broadly into those concerned with immediate practical applications and those con-
cerned with scientific or geophysical matters. By the former, I imply the establish-
ment of geodetic control for mapping or navigation, for example, and this would
include the 'geopotential maps' required foî guiding satellites around our planet.:
The determination of the geodetic control on the Earth's surface is: usually viewed
as a static problem, the geodetic markers defining the coordinate system remaining
fixed unless upset by earthquakes or bulldozers. But as measuring accuracies improve,
the Earth can no longer be considered as a rigid body. lVhen subjected to forces
it deforms, relative positions of the geodetic markers change and the gravitational
fielcl is modified. Such deformations are considered âs mere nuisances to most
geodesists but they are of great interest:to geophysicists since they provide constraints
on either the forces acting on and within the Earth or on the rheological properties
of the planet. It is this geophysical aspect that is emphasised in this review. ,

The deformations may be a consequence of several factors. tunar and solar
gravitational forces, changing due to the, periodic variation of the Earth-Moon-Sun
geometry, raise tides on the solid 'Earth's sur.face. Changes in the direction of the
rotation axis, relative to the planet's surface, introduce a variable centrifugal force
and lead to deformation and further modification of the Earth's rotational motion.
Variable surface loads of ice, water or atmosphere also deform the planet but in
less regular ways. Observations of the surface deformations and the rotation provide
a measure of the Earth's rheological response to more-or-less well-known forces.
Inside the Earth, motions associated with mantle convection occur whose surface
manifestations are seen in earthquakes and in the'less dramatic but more pervasive
plate tectonic motions. Observations of these surface motions *uy'prooide some
insight into the mantle processes.

The Earth's gravity field, measured by geodesists in order to determine the 'shape'

of the planet, provides Barth scientists with one of their more useful geophysièal
observations in that any 'anomalies' in the gravity field are indicative:of an anomalous
density distribution within the Earth. These provide further insight into the mantle
rheology and in the mechanisms causing plate tectonics.

A complete mathematical and physical'treatment of these deformations requires
a detailed knowledge of the physics of the Earth's interior, a knowledge that-despite
enormous progress in recent years-is still far from complete. We do not have direct
access to the Earth's interior; we can only postulate its constitution by observing its
response to forces-for example, seismic waves, tidal, surface loading or rotational per-
turbations-and by chemical and physical considerations. Unfortunately, the inter-
pretation of, the obseirvational data is seldorn unambiguous and, oftenicontradictory.'We 

observè at the Ear,th's surface a variety of phenornena:gravity, heat flow, travel
times and frequencies of seismic,waVes; ¿¡d magnetic-field parameters-from which
we,wish to deduce, properties'of the:Earth's interior and to construct realistic models
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that best fit these data and the geochemical and petrological evidence. Wholly
satisfactory Earth models still do not exist, but what has become increasingly evident
is that the geodetic techniques can make important contributions to the construction
of these models. In particular, the use of space technology to supplement the geodetic
techniques has led to important improvements in the observational geophysical
evidence.
, Many geophysical observations, especially those'based, on geodetic measurements,
describe properties of the Earth as it is today and do not provide much insight into
the: past evolution of this planet. This comes moré .from thermal and chemical
considerations.' But geophysical observatiôhs of the other terrestrial planets, including
the ,Moon, may provide further insight into , both' the present structure and the
past evolution of the'Earth. These observations include gravity,fieldé, tidal deforma"
tions and rotational characteristics, using principles much the same as the spacé
techniques applied to the Earth.

2. Satellite orp'it mechanics t' ,' : . .
f  ,  , r , ,  . :

?,,1, A,rtr¡Fordø ,!þqory of satellite motíon

, The main force acting on a satellite orbiting the Earth is the gravity field. Con:
sider'an Earth-fixed coordinate system x with the .r3 axis aligned 'approximately

parallel. to the rotatiôn axis; æ1, directed towards Greenwich and æz nlT to the east
of.xr.iThe geocentric position of the satellite in this system can be defined by the
geocentric distance r, latitude { and longitude À. The gravitational potential of the
Earth in this,system, is conveniently,e¡p¡çr.ed by a spherical ,harmonic expansio¡r

: '
G is the gravitational: constant, 1l4 is the rnass and øs is the mean equatorial radius
of the Farthr C¿v¿, S¿7¡¿ are.the Stokes coefficients that describe the Earth's density
distribution according to (see, for example, Heiskanen and Moriø 1967): :

ur,,, ç, x¡,:ff 
lt. ¿ i t+ll t,c,* "no *¡* s,i¡¡n,r)na.," øi]

rn^'\

*,x) 
dM

where ô0.:1 if. m:0 and ô6z¿=0 if m*0. dM is the mass element atr', $t, \1.
The lggendre poly4omials P¿p(sin þ) are un-normalised; such that.over a sphere
of unit radius :

While the un-normalised harmonics are u.efrrl in many theoretical derivations, they
are' leSs,.suited:'to numerical, calculations and fùlly,"'ndrmdlised,harmônics, defined
So that the'above integral is,equal tb,4ø', are,:often u'sed,r ;Süch hanrronics and the
assbciated :Stokes coefficients . aie , denoted :,by bars.l - If, thi. r ,,sistem ,,is' geocentric
the: sumrnation::o,ver,the,,degrse./ rahgesrfrorn:2r,to. infinity,with the oider m ranging
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froin 0 to /.: Also, if æs lies close to a.principal axis, Cs1 and,.Ser are very small; The
Stokes coefficients closelv relate to the inertia tensôr of,'the Earth,:'For./=2 the
important terms of the second-order inertia tensor I,n arei

Cs¡s=- l l ss - l l ! . t t+ . . I zz ) l lMoe, '  . ' ,
C22: -.(tr¡-I22)l4Ma¿?; ;': l

For the Earth C26! 10-3 
_while 

higher-degree co-efficients appear to decrease in
m a g n i t u d e a c ò o r d i n g t o a r u l e f i r s t n o t e ã b ¡ ' K a ú l a i n 1 9 t i 3 i . . . ' ' . . :

o{Cm, Sm}-10;5112. (2.3)

(2.2)

(2.:+)

For Mars, the decrease is somewhat more rapid for th'e low-degree harmonics (Lam-
beck 1978c) while for the Moon it is somewhat less (FerraÅ 1977).

The acceleration of the ipacecraf¡ subject to'the potentiâl Ï?.1) is determined
bv:

The first approximation to [/: 
, uo¿GMrr, ,

results in the well-known Keplerian motion of the orbiter ab9.qt its primary. Jhis
motion is conveniently expressed through the geometric Kepler elements defined
in figure 1. Consider an inertial frame X with; for convenience, Xsllris. In this

ji:grad U.

r,Sci lel l i le

Pi:¡  in oa

\ -  
- - - ;  

j l

X t /  / 0 r b i t

. : r .Figure 1. Orbital geomètry aird o¡ièntation.
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and by Kepler's equatron:

R Lambeck

system J rotates diurnally with the angle between Xl and ¡sr denoted at any time
by, 0(Ð = 0: The semi-majór axis ø,and :the eccentricity e define the shape and form
of the orbit. The angle O in figure 1 is the angle between X1 and' the line of nodes;
or the intersection of the orbital plane wi¡h the equatorial plane. It is referred to
as the longitude of the asceiding node. The angle .I specifies the inclination of the
orbit onto the equator. The argurnênt of latitude, c"r,'is the angle between the line
of nodes and the perigee of the orbit. Together, these thrçe angles define the orienta-
tion in space of the orbital plane. For Keplerian môtion, the five elements 4, e, "f,
<o, O remain unaltered and only the position of the orbit chan$es with time. This
position can be defined in several ways; by the true anomaly / (figure 1) or by the
mean anomaly M*(t), the angle which the satellite would describe if it movgd alqng
a circular orbit at a unlform rate n, i:e. M*(t):n(t-lp) where /p is the,tlme of
perigee passage. The mean motion n(=IuI*) follows from Kepler's third law
nZaï-GM. The true anomaly/ relates to M* via an intermediate parameter, the
eccentric anomaly E, according to:

'," ( 
:+ 
r) : (Hl' 

t' tnn ç4ø ¡

E : e s i n E : M * .  '

The Keplerian motion sketched out above corresponds to a satellite moving around
a spherically symmetric planet and, apart from permitting a determination of. GM,
it would be of little geophysical interest. For the actual motion the non-central
part of the potential, LU:U' f/0, results in. perturbations in an acceleration
$¡:grad ÀU superimposed upon the Keplerian motion which continues to serve
as a useful first approximation. At any instant the position and velocity of the satellite
is specified by six Keplerian elements, but at each successive instant the non-central
field causes the elements to change. These changes are conveniently expressed with
the aid of the Lagrange planetary equations of motion, in the form (see, for example,
any text on celestial mechanics such as Brouwgr and Clemence (1961)):

drc' - ALU
l : B ¿ + l ü ã  i , i : 1 ,  "  ' , 6

where K¿tefer to the six elements a, e, I, a, Çt, M*. All Bd zrezeÍo except fot B6:n.
The A¿¡ are given by: 

'.r '

At a:Zlna

Az q: -(l-ez)ttzlnøze

As 6=(l-sz)lnaze .

As a: - cos /la ¡

As 5: - lnaz( l-ez)Uz sin.I ] .1

with Aa¡: -A6. Nl Other A¿¡ ate.zeto. rl : r i Iir

(2.6(b))

(2.s(ø))

(2.s(b))

(2.6(a)'¡



:  (2.7)

L,(I htpq :Y 
E| 

F ¿,¡¿,p(I )G ¿eq(e) e ¿n¿.pq(a, M *, a, 0).

Fme() is a polynomial in sin ,I and the summation over lÞ is finite. Gtnqþ) is a poly-
nomial in e and has the property that 0{G¿.pq(e))=¿lø1. The summation of q' ranges
from - co to * co but as orbital eccentricities of most close Earth satellites are
small, the summation need be carried out over a few terms only, e.g. Ç:0, +1, +2.
The F¿n¿eQ) and Gypq(e) are tabulated in Kaula (1966) for /<4. The function
?tr*pq is defined as:
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Before substituting ÂU into (2.6), the r, ö, À in which AU is expressed have
to be transformed into Keplerian elements and the angle 0. This transformation
is carried out in two parts: a purely geometric one from r,4, \to r, aif, {l-,0,
I and a second, circular to elliptic transformation of r and/to a, e, M*. Kaula's
(1966) development is followed. The result is:

A U : LU¿mpq

sinyrmpq (2.8)

with:

Tr,meq:(I  -2p)ø+(I  -2p+q)M* +m(O- 0).

Substituting AU as expressed by (z.7)'irrto th" Lagrange equations gives the equa:
tions of motion in terms of the Keplerian elements: Integfation of these equations is
complicated by the fact that the elements Kd appearing on the right-hand side of
these equations will be time-dependent. This is partly resolved by drawing upon
certain properties of the formulation (2.7) and of the geopotential

The frequency ôf the fluctuations in the gr4vitational force acting on the satellite
are determined mainly by'the factor (l-Zp+q)lØ* in the argument lrmpq since
M* remains the principal time-dependent element. Thus the most important
perturbations in the satellite motion are those for which l-2p+q:0 since their
periods are longerthan one revolution of the satellite motion. Terms in ÂUcontaining
the mean anomaly are less important after integration of the motion over intervals
equal or greater than the orbital period.

Consider the most important term Czo in AU. For g:Q, the perturbing potential
i s :

( ] l l i l  ln^\2
L,Uzoeo:ff 

\=) 
F*o(r) Gzeo(e) Cao cos l(2-2flø+M*1.

For (2-2p+4):0 and q:0, þ:1 and the main contribution to the perturbed motion
comes from:

^ rr GM n Iou\z6(20rc::î 
"^ \=o) 

Fzot(I) Gno(e).

Substituting this into the Lagrange equations and with .Fzor(f):f sinzi-$,

@ l l , @

T T I  I
l : 2  m : O  , p : O  q : - Ø

I Cmlt-m even I S¿*lt-m even
etmpq: 

l- sr*l ,-,, ouu 
cos v,rùpq+ 

L 
"r* 

lr-* ouu



ss+

G21s(e):(1-ez)-8t2'

and:

K Lambecki , ,

daldt:0
deldt:0
d,I ldt:O , '

da 3nCr.¡a.^z
dt 4(l - ez)zaz t'

dO SnCzna^Z- -  - - '  c o s t
dt 2(l -ez)zqz -"

(2.e)

dM* 3nCzoaez_ - n -  - -  -  
õ ( 3 c o s z i - 1 ) .dt 

'- 
4(l-ez)3/2az

The semi-major,a¡is, eccentricity and inclination of the orbit undergo no secular
change as could have been anticipated since the energy of the orbital motion is
GlZø. The angular momentum of the orbital motion is nøz(l-ez)uz and the com-
ponent of the angular momentum parallel to the rotation axis in nqz(l - sz)tlz cos .f.
It1 a conservative system these. quantities do not undergo any secular change. I'n
contrast, the elements ¿¿ and O do experience a secular change at a rate that is pro-
portional to Czo. Also, z is modified from what it would be for the purely central
motion. Integrating (2.9) shows that for an oblate spheroid, whose non-spherical
potential is defined only by Czo, the motion of the satellite around the Earth can
be considered as an ellipse of constant shape, size and'inclination that precesses
in its orbital plane at a rate dotldt, and whose orbital plane itself precesses at a tate
of datldt about the equator. For typical s4telJites with ø- l.7au, e:0'01:

daldt=3.6 (5 cosz /-1) degr¡es d-l

d0ldt:6.7 cos I 'rdegrees d=1-

These are the principal perturbations in the motion and this is confirmed by observa-
tions of close Earthr satellites. Other, smaller, perturbations arise from (i) the terms
in A,U2s,pq with qt0 and I-2þ+qt'0, and (ii) the higher degree and order terms
in the geopotential (2.1). These principal perturbations, together with the time-
dependent 0, all occur in the argument yhnpq. Then, to deterrnine.the perturbàtions
due to anJ term L[fz*pq, the equations of motion can be integrated by.assuming

4?, ",- 
e, f remain constant and that all the time¡{ependent pafameters occur in 7.

That is:

L,a¿mpq:p¿a2F¿meg)Gwoþ)(l_2p+q)9I*eq|i,¿*eE.
a.

Lr,.*nq:l F¿m,p(I)G¿.pq(e)(t - ¿z¡trzl(l - ezltrz(l -zi + qi¡ - (I -zþ)fstïLp,qtli,t-pq

^ r- þ¿F¿v¡xe( I\ :
-.Lrnnø-6&_rz¡vzsi'IG¿ooþ)l(l-2p)cos.I-mf %t*pqli,t*pq

.Aahryq:þrl(r-ez)uz'-lîy,1;f)@!1,y9!u:),,;-.;;,_.,; .,.-,_ ., 
(2.rÛ(a))

- cot -i'( 1 rz¡-tr z(7Ft*ni[I) | A I)G ¡pq(p)fe ¿*eq* | j, pmøø

^rì- -Ft(ìF¿,'¡¿'(T\t art
Ãl h *n o : 

ffi 
G ¿ e q(e)e ¿m, q* | i m p q

L,M77¡1po* : prl- (l - ez)Ltze-r(7Gwq@)l ôe)

, ', : ,'+2(l +l)G¿eqþ)lF¿mp(I)f ¿1¡¿piq*li,heq
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with:

o__GM (as\z
pr: 

"F 
\ã) 

.

In these expressions: 
gx: 

le dy;

To complete the.expression for M* we require an estirnate of lndt (equation (2,5(a))).
For I -2p + q f0, Løtmx,q,*0 and, with Keplerls third law:

Hence:

and with (2.10) the total perturbation in M* is:

L,M¿p,po*: prl -(l 
- ez)rtz ôG¿eqþ)l0e 

+z(t + r)G¿nqþ)
L e

\ 3nG¿roþ)ll -2 ^¿'n\' l___ _ _ \, "(Ta)ln¿*o1l¡vr*ro*limro. (2.10(á))
TIn'Pq I

Equations (2'. 10) represent a first-order theory 'for the satellite motion in the case
lvhere Czo is the, dominant term in the gravitational potential. This is so for Earth
and Mars but not for Venus and the Moon and in these latter cases the theory becomes
more complex.

2.2, The sþectrum of,grqaity perturbations

For the spherical harmonic expansion (2.1) of the potential to be useful the
series must converge relatively quickly so that the main features of the field can be
readily identified. For the orbit mechanics it is important that the influence of the
Stokes coefficients on the orbit cenverges rapidly so that the algebra remains tolerable.
The latter is ensured by a number of factors. First, the factor, (aulo)t decreases with
increasing /, albeit slowly.for close satellites. Second, the Stokes coefficients appear

/ to decrease slowly with increasing degree according to (2.3). For orbits with a- 1.1 ae
the convergence due to these two factors is quite fast. For example, fotl:4,
(a¿la')aCa, n-4x 1g-z; for l:12, (asla)rzCn, y¡=4x 1g-8; fof l:20, (a¿la)20C2n, *
-4x 10-e and for l=:32, (aBla)gzCs2, to-4x 10-10. The order of the harmonics
also controls the amplitude of the p-erturbations through the denominator of equations
(2.10). Since c,r, 0< d the frecluency of the perturbations is given by:

( I '2p+q)n-mâ

Lntmpq: -t 
lo**no.

I n at: -39y (2\' rr*oØG'qþ)Q -2þ+q).n,..,^-
J ' " *  "  a  \ a l  T u o n ¿  " t * ø ø

(2.11)

and the dominant pertu.rbations occur when l-2p+q:0 for,those'satellites for
which n>m0. Then, the larger the order the higher the frequency of the predominant
perturbations and the smaller the amplitude of the perturbation. For n<mâ the
dominant perturbations will occur rfor l-Zp+q:|. The special case when
(l-2p+q)n:mâ is discussed below.

2.2.1. Zonal:ltar¡nonics, The dominant orbit;petturbations are the.secular.chariges
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(2.9) in r,r, O and M* d:ue to Czo. Consider now the harmonic C¿0. The main per-
turbations for small eccentricity orbits occur for q: g and I -Zp + 8:0, or lmpq: +020.

Then:
^ rr GM la¿\a - / r\/- |  ̂ \r\LU a¡2s : 

; \;,1 
F+oz(I)G azo(r)C ao.

As for the main perturbations due to Czo, a, e, I, are not perturbed but ar, dl and M*
are subject to secular rates proportional to Cao. Likewise, the other even zonal
harmonics give rise to secular perturbations in c,.,, O and M* and the observed secular
rate is the combined effect of a number of terms. Because of the f.actor (a¿lø)IC¿¡,
the higher-degree terms generally contribute less but for some satellites, tracked
with 10-20 m precision, zonal harmonics up to degree 36 are required to completely
describe the secular rates (Gaposchkin 1973). The even zonal harmonics also intro.
duce long-period perturbations. Consider the harmonic Ca,s. For l-2p+q:0
the combination of indices l*þq:+032 and 401-2 result in perturbations with
frequency T2¿¿ where c.r is given to a first approximation by (2.9). As q: +2
these perturbations are proportional to ez and are only significant for eccentric
orbits. Other even zonal harmonics, except f.or C2s, also introduce perturbations
with this frequency. The exception is due to the fact that for the relevant indices
Gteqþ) vanishes.

The odd zonal harmonics do not give rise to secular perturbations in the elements
since there is no combination of indices for which both / -2p+q and l-Zp vanish,
Major perturbations do occur. For example, for Cs, o, I -Zp¡ q:0 if q: + 1. Then,
with either l*pq:3021 ot 301-1 the frequencies of the perturbations are Ta¡
and their amplitudes are proportional to e. For q: !3 and lmpq:3033 or 300-3
perturbations occur with frequencies T 3¿ but these are smaller by a factor of. ez
than those of frequency ø.

Thus, for a satellite orbiting around a rotational symmetric planet, the Keplerian
elements ù, ç¿, M* are subject to secular variations due to the combined action of
the even zonal changes. Upon this, long-period perturbations are superimposed,
with frequencies of ú,2ù,3rìr,;,. , that are governed by the odd and even zonal
harmonics. The eccentricity and inclination are also periodically perturbed and
only the semi-major axis is not subject to secular or long-period fluctuations sinóe,
upon substituting the potential (2.7) into the first of the Lagrange equations (2.6),
a factor (l-Zp+q) appears in the numerator. Superimposed upon these effects
are short-period perturbations described by those indices for which l-Zp+q+0.
From observations of different elements of satellites with different orbit charac-
teristicS, the effects of the individual zonal harmonics of the gravity field can be
separated and thc coefficients estimated (Kozai 1969, KinglHele and'Cook 1974).

2.2.2. Resonances. The first-order theory breaks down in the event that the de-
nominators in (2.9) approach zero. Since nÐ ù, C), the frequency of the perturbations
iS determined mairily by (2.11) and resonance occurs when¡

m 0  ' t  l
n:  ¡  -2*o

when the mean motion of the satellite is equal to the order of the tesseral harmonic,
l-2p+q:1, or equal to'Zrn, (l-Zp+q):2, etc. Physically, the resonance occurs
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when successive ground paths of the satellite are exactly separated by an interval
equal to the wavelength of the geopotential harmonic. After a certain number of
revolutions of the satellite around the Earth, the ground track sequence repeats
itself exactly and the satellite's motion is perturbed in an identical manner, enhancing
the earlier perturbations. The perturbations become of arbitrarily long period and
large amplitude and the first-order theory breaks down. No general theory exists at
present for handling the resonances of the close Earth satellites. Special theories,
fof a single resonant term, have been developed and used in the study of geosyn-
chronous orbits (Morando '1963, Allan 1973), but theories for closer satellites are
complicated by the fact that the satellite will be resonant with many harmonics of
order m and that interactions with other perturbations, those due to the zonal har-
monics and air drag in particular, have been taken into account. For this reason
only near-resonant cases, where ,itr*pq becomes small rather than zero, are used
for studies of the gravity field so that the linear theories remain adequate (e.g.
Gaposchkin 1973). Most close Earth satellites orbit the Earth from about 10
(a-9100km) to 15 (a-6900km) revolutions per day and most of the resonances
will be for the harmonics of order 10-15 (see, for example; King-Hele et al 1974,
Wagner 1977). The higher the order nt, the greater the mean motion n and the
lower the required orbit altitude for resonance to occur, but air drag'sets a lower
limit to the altitude at which satellites can be usefully applied to gravity field studies
and only resonances with harmonics of order up to 15 have been studied. To deter-
mine lower-order harmonics requires higher orbits and the satellite will be sensitive
to only- a few coefficients of different degree unless the resonance is sharp. The
datellite Midas 4, for example, with a perigee altitude of abouf 3500 km is in shallow
resonance with harmonics of order 8, and is sensitive only to the degree 8 coeffi.cients.
Hence only the C8, s, Ss, s can be estimated. Occasionally, resonances with m:2n
are observed (Anderle and Smith i9ó8). Table 1 summarises the characteristics
of some near resonances encountered in geodetically useful satelliteg,

2.2.3. Tesseral harmonics. Orbital perturbations due to the tesseral harmonics
(rn *0) exhibit a complex spectrum. The main effects are due to the low-order

Table t. Summary of some shallow resonances occurring in satellite orbits due to the gravity
field coefficients of order zz.

Semi-major
Inclination axis
(d"e) (km)Satellite

Resonant Resonànt
with order period
rn (d)

Midas 4
(ó102801)

GEOS 1
(6s08901)

DID
(6701401)

DTC
(6701101)

BEB
(6406401)

95

59

39

4Ð

10005

8074

I J J I

7366

7362

1 2

7 3

7 . 6
2 . 6
2 . 9

1 3
t4
t4

2'90

7 . 2

9 . +
1 0 ' 9
73.1

80
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terms and group around frequençies of. m0, Othçrs group about frequencieqrthat
are integral multiples of z. As for the zonal harmonlcq, a number of,Stokes coefficients
yieJd perturbations with the same set of frequencies,,,For.example, the harmonics
4,7.;6,1; 8, 1,; ... ; all,give Jise to principal pertu¡bations with frequencies Ö-d
but whose amplitudes tend to decrease because of the (øula)ICi* factor. Separation
of the coefficients becomes possiþle only if the motions of satellites in ver5t, different
orbits are analysed. Figure 2 indicates a typical perturbation spectrum; Figure 3
illustrates schematically the terms in the geopotential that can be estimated from
the analysis of orbital perturbations. Flarmonics of order 1,1.-12 are,usually esfimated
from, the shallow resonance effects up to high degree, although rgsonances.,are possible
for all orders.

Low.order Stokes coefficient can be reliabþ estimaæd as they result in perturba-
tions with periods that exceed a few hours, but the associated higher-degree coefficients
become increasingly difficult to estimate because of the (a¿la)I(C¿n¿, 5¿,,) factor.
The lines A in figure 3 indicate approximate limits of the sensitivity of,satellites
to the potential for 20 m accurâcy in tracking, and the sh¿ded region betúeen thesè
lines indicates those coefficients that cannot be estimated. The lines B correspond
to 10 m accuracy tracking.and lines C to 1 m accuracy tracliing. Other techniqueg,
either spatial or terrestrial, will be required to,estirnate the coefficients in the hatched
region.

2.3. Fwther orbital Tterturbations

The Earthls gravitational field is not the only force acting on the satellite that

Figure2. Amplitúde spectrum of perturbations in the mean anomalf .of ,phd satellite DID
due to non-resonant tesseral harmonics.

I
o
I

I
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Figùie 3. Schemdtii;representation of the non-2onal Stokes coefficients that 'cannot be
determined from satellite orbit perturbation analyses. The coefficients with degree
and order l, m lying in the shaded area between the lines A and A' cannot be
determined if the tracking accuraby is lowei ihan 10 m. Those coefficients below
A can be determined from short-period perturbation analyses while those above
A' follow from shallow resonance studies. The curves.. BB' represent the limits

' 
for 1 m áècuracy tracking and CC' for 20 cm accuracy.

perturbs 'its motion. 'Tabler 2'summârises some typical magnitudes of additional
effects.',Direct,'lunar and solar attractions are importáht; The'lunar gravitational
potential at the satellite position r is:

uM:GMM(:*,-#) (2.12)

ïvhere 'rlr"is the geocentric position'of the Moon: The orbital perturbations follow
by transforming f into the Keplerian 'satellite elements similar to those'used to
oÉtain equation (2. 7) and. by mãking a comparable transformation of r¡a into lunar
elements.' Substituting this transformed potential into the Lagrange equations, and
integrating them, gives the sought-after perturbations in the satellite motion. The
motionS of the Sun and Moon are suffiiiently well known for the calculation óf
these perturbations.,not to be very troublesome. The lunar and solar gravitational
forces'also act'':on the Eafth, deform it; and gives rise to .a tidal force that acts on
the satellite. These,changes can be adequately modelled once the parameters defining
the :iesponsê of thd planet are: known (see $6.4). In preÒise otbit determinations
the solid; ocean and,atmospheric tides must be cônsidered. A:rèlated orbital pei-
turbation cofoes'from the fact that in the inertial refereíce frame the Earth's gravity
fietd is not constant. In pàrticulai, precession and nutation shift the orieñtation
of the Earth's bulge and Czo will be time-dependent (Lambeck 1973, Kozai and
Kinoshita 1973).

Ê
o

o
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Table 2. Characteristic orders of magnitude of perturbations in the motion of an Earth
satellite due to different forces acting on the spacecraft. The data are mainly from
Gaposchkin (1973).

Short period, Intermediate period, Long period,
<1  d  1 -30  d  >30  d
(m) (*) (m)

Cz,o
Cpn¡t¡,o
Czn,o
Tesseral harmonics
Solar attraction
Lunar attraction
Air drag
Radiation pressure
Body tides
Ocean tides

2 . 5  x  1 0 3
50
50

200
- 1
- t
< 1
< 1

2 x 103 resonance

t20

10-6
10-3

>2x703resonances
800

10-2
100 :

10
20
2

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Surface forces on the satellites are often important. They include atmospheric
drag and solar radiation pressure. To compute the drag forces, the atmospheric
density at the satellite must be known. This is no'w determined with some confidence
from the satellite motion itself. This is possible because the nature of the drag
perturbations difliers from the geopotential perturbations. The drag force is (Sterne
1e59):

i ,  A

,  
Fa: _l  Caleuv 

.

where the drag coefficient Cn is a function of the satellite shape and the nature
of reflection of the air molecules. For spherical satellites Co-Z. I is the cross-
sectional ârea and m is the mass of the satellite, p is the atmospheric density and
z is the satellite velocity relative to the atmosphere. For a geostationary atmosphere
F¿ is tangential to the orbit. To compute the effect of this force on the satellite
motion it is convenient to use an alternate form of the equations of motion (2.6),
in which the force function Aü is expressed in orthogonal components with one
component tangential to the orbit (see, for example, Brouwer and Clemence 1961).
The semi:major axis and eccentricity change secularly at a rate proportional to
Co(Alm)p as well as containing periodic perturbations. Thus, as there are no. gyavita-
tional secular effects on a and e any observed secular change can be attributed to
the drag for:ces and the product C¡Aplm estimated. Corrections are then made
for the periodic drag perturbations in ø, e, a and M*. As the orbit is contracting
at a rate d, the orbital mean motion is also changing at a rate ñ: -È(nl:ø)a and,M*,
contains a quadratic variation with time. This .is usually the l4rgest observable
consequence of the drag forces, For low perigee orbits or for long orbital arcs this
outlined theory may,be inadequate and in this case .empirical pa(ameters may be
intfoduced to account for the drag. From the analyses of the drag perturbatioqQ
the atmosphgric density itself can be deduced (Jacchia 1977, Barlier et al 1978).
King-Hele (1964) has investiga-ted the cage wåen,the upper,atmosphere rotates
relatir¡e tg the Earth (see also Walker.7975, King.Hele and \Malker 1976). Mqre
direct qlqasurements of ,the, drgg,,forceg are,now possible with on-,board accelero-
meters (see $5.2).
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The radiation forces acting on the satellite the direct solar radiation
and the radiation reflected from the Earth. The computation of the perturbations
requires a knowledge of the solar constant, the nature of the reflection of the radiation
falling onto the satellite, the albedo of the Earth, the position of the Earth's shadow,
and the spacecraft's orientation. The shadow efiect and the Earth's variable albedo
makes any anaþical development awkward and numerical integration methods or
numerical harmonic developments are usually employed. Lala(1972), Lala and Sehnal
(1969) and Sehnal (1975) discuss aspects of the orbital theory. Short of having a
precise and convenient theory plus a detailed knowledge of the physical parameters,
the best solution.to solving the surface force problem is to use satellites with small
surface atea to mass ratios, and with spherically symmetric reflective properties.
Two such satellites have been launched specifically for geodetic studies, LAGEOS
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and STARLETTE by
the French Space Agency.

2.,4. Refinunents in orbítal theoriei

The analytical approach outlined above offers great insight into the nature of
the orbital perturbations but does have some drawbacks when a very precise theory
is sought. The outlined theory provides only a first-order linear approximation
to the equations of motion. This is inadequate for the oblateness perturbations
since C2¡ is about 1000 times greater than the other Stokes coefficients and, if the
first-order linear perturbations are adequate for all coefficients except Czo, the conse-
quences of Czo should be described as non-linear perturbations to order (C2¡)2.
Linear perturbations of the elements on the right-hand side of (2.4) due to Czo
should also be included in the theory. Numerous such high-order perturbation
solutions have been proposed and Gaposchkin (1973) discusses the more successful
ones. The linear theory, plus the second-order oblateness theory, are sufficient to
describe the motions of most close Earth satellites with a precision of about 1 m,
or 1 in 107, but if a theory accurate to f. in 104 is sought, commensurable with the
highest tracking accuracy now available, further refinements, involving much algebra;
are required. In particular,, the non-linear interactions between Czo and the other
zonal harmonics must be included as well as the interactions of the zonal terms with
the resonances, lunar and solar perturbations, drag and radiation pressure and the
interactions between these other perturbations. Much of the tedious algebra can
be carried out on computers but a precise theory, approaching 10 cm, is not yet
available. In particular the theory for the long-period perturbations remains incom-
plete. Berger (1975) has developed a theory complete to order (C¡,0)3, Cz,oCt,o,
and C¿, oCt, ol(Cz,ù 2. A comparison with numerical integration indicates a precision
of 10-15 cm for representative'geodetic satellites (Berger and lMalch 1977).

3. Obsening Earth satellites

3.1. OÍ satellítes and obseraøtions

Since the launching of the first satellite in October 1957 enormous progress
has been made in the ability to precisely track spacecraft. Laser tracking of satellites
and the Moon now routinely reaches precisions of a few tens of centimetres compared
with the first visual observations of the Sputnik satellites, which were only 

""ó,rrut.
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to a few kilometres. Radio observations were even less precise; with the low fre-
quencies used for the radio tracking of Sputnik 1, ionospheric refraction effects
were so large that the signal could be recorded long after the satellite disappeared
over the observer's horizon. Observations of satellites fall ínto three categories:
optical, electronic or radar. The first are either visual or camera observations. Visual
observations proved to be useful in the early stages of the space programme for
keeping track of non-instrumented satellites. King-Hele (1966) has discussed these
observations and their use in studies of atmospheric densities at altitudes above
about 200 km.

,Camera tracking-by observing the satellite against a star background to give
a direction to the spacecraft relative to the stars-has been one of the simplest and
most widely used methods for keeping track of a multitude of objects. Normally,
these observations rely on sunlight reflected from the spacecraft to render them
visible and tracking is limited to that small part of the orbit when the satellite is
illuminated by the Sun and the observer is in darkness, weather permitting. Some
satellites, the geodetic satellites GEOS I and 2 for exampte., carried their own light
source in the form of high-intensity, short-duration flashes.

Radio tracking includes interferometric, rangeiand velocity observations. They
avoid thé visibility limitations but require satellites that e,ither emit continuous
signals or that can be activated from the ground. Particularly in the first few years
of the Space Age there were an insufficient number of, such objects'in orbit and
many geodetic and atmospheric studies relied heavily on the camera tracking of
passive satellites. Radar tracking avoids the drawbacks of both optical and radio
tracking and is the most self-sufficient form of tracking. .A' system operated by
the US Navy,. the Naval Space Surveillance System, and'consisting of a 'fenceÌ

of receiving stations across the United States has tracked objects as high as 18 000 km,
Its relatively low accuracy, however, makes the observations of only limited scientific
interest although they have been used in studies of the resonant gravity harmonics.
Optical radar tracking, by illuminating retro-reflectors carried on a satellite with a
laser beam, is one of the most precise methods for tracking a satellite. Special reflector-
carrying satellites are required and there are now some 11 in orbit. Two of
these, STARLETTE and LAGEOS, have been specificaþ designed for high-
precision laser tracking. Otherwise the satellites are entirely passive. Day-time
measurements are possible although cloud cover still reduces the time available for
observation.

Routine tracking of the çarly satellites launched by the US National Aeronautics
and Space Administration was carried out with the network of' 'Minitrack' radio
interferometer stations operating near 140 MHz. Directional :áccuracies were of
the brder of 20 arcsec although ionospheric propagation perturbations. were often
much greater than this. Nevertheless the data colleeted with this network were
sufficiently precise to determine, even in 1958, the Earth's oblateness and third- and
fourth-degree zonal harmonics of the Earth's gravity field with greater acctrracies
than were possible from surface gravity observations (O'Keefe'et al 7959\. The
network has also provided observations that contributed to the determination pf
resonant gravity harmonics and to upper atmospheric densities,

The Baker-Nunn camera network of thê Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
was operational soonrafter the launching of the first US'satellite. By photographing
ihe satellite against a star background, rdirectional accuracies of about 2 arcsec
are achieved.' Because of the large 50 cm aperture; andìthe camera's ability to follow
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the satellite along its orbit, very small objects down to t\4/elfth magnitude could
be recorded. The many thousands of observations collected by this network have
provided one of the most important data sets fór geodetic and atmospheric studies.
Early scientific analyses of these observations by Y Kozai and I G Izsak indicated that
the Earth's gravity field was considerably more variable than,previously anticipated
by many geodesists. Subsequent studies at the Smithsonian culminated in the
gravity fieid models of 1966 (Lundquist and Veis 1966) ancl 1969 (Gaposchkin and
Lambeck l97t) in which the basic data base consisted of the Baker-Nunn observa-
tions. At the same time these data led to important improvements in the atmospheric
density models through the stucly of drag,perturbations (e.g, Jacchia 1967, 1977).
The Baker-Nunn camera netr.vork has now been largely replaced by a smaller network
of laser tracking stations.

Another camera tracking network that achieved some success is the Wild BC-4
network operated by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. throughout the
1960s for establishing a geodetic control for North Ameriia-and for the world by
simultaneous observations of the large balloon satellites ECHO 1. and 2 and PAGEOS
(Schmiclt 1974). Cameras operated at many indiviclual observatories, such as the
Flewitt camera of the Royal Radar Establishment, providecl useful data when used
in conjunction with the larger Smithsonian network of Baker-Nunn cameras.

Precise Doppler tracking of satellites was introduced with the United States
Navy's navigation satellite programrne. Initiated in 1960 with the launching: of the
first satellite NAV 1B in this programme, it has continued successfully with ever.
increasing accuracy. Some of the satellites used today have been operating süccess:
fully for ten years. 1'he early Doppler systems gave positional accuracies of several
tens of metres while the more recent satellites, together with improved tracking
equipment, give precisions of a few metres in position. By transmitting a continuous
signal at two distinctly different and high frequencies, of the order of 160 I|4.Hz
ar.d 324 MHz, corrections for ionospheric,refraction can be made with suffi.cient
accuracy. The Navy navigation satellite network consists of a large number of
permanent tracking stations, some 20 in 7973, in addition to mobile stations. This
large number of stations, together with the all-weather capability of the tracking
system, means that frequent observations of the satellite are possible. It is this
ability to provide uniform orbital tracking coverage that has been mainly responsible
for the success of the system. The early outstanding achievement of the analysis
of the Doppler data was the solution of the gravity field published by Guier and
Newton (1965). Many of the subsequent studies of the gravity field have, unfortunately,
not been published. The system has also provided accurate station positions quickly,
a precision of a few metres within a few days now being routinely achieved with
portable satellite receivers (Anderle 1974). Another success of this system has been
the determination of polar motion continuously for about 10 yr with an accuracy
and resolution that is at least as good as that obtained by traditional astronomical
observations (Anderle and Beuglass 1970, Anderle, 1975).

fn recent years the US Navy has developed the Nar,-y Technology sarellites,
previously known by the name of Timatlon, wÌrich can ,be:tracked by electronic
ranging with a precision of a few metres. These satellites are in very high orbits,
of the order of 2D000-1,+000km, and are therefore,visible from any one'station
for long periods at a time'and they pèrmit a rapid determination, of station position
with a precision of a few metres. The satellites also carry.cube,corner reflectors,
permitting,a direct,comparison of laser and radio range measurements, but because

36
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of their high altitudes few of the present satellite ranging systems can actually obtain

echoes with sufficient energy to give accurate range measurements.
Laser range observation was initiated in 1964 with the launching of the Explorer

22 (BB-B)."t.llit" carrying cube corner reflectors. By 1968 six reflector-carrying
sateilites were in orbit, including two (DID and DIC) launched by the Centre

National d'Etucles Spatiales in 7967. Barly laser tracking systems were developed

at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, at the Goddard Space Flight Center

and at the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (Plotkin 1965, Bivas and Moreal-

Courtois 1966, Anderson ef al t966). Observations accurate to about 5 m or better

were made on an irregular basis during the latter part of the 1960s and the data

rilere generally insufficient to contribute significantl)¡ to the geodetic results. In

the gravity field model of Gaposchkin ahd Lambeck (!971), for example, about

220ú lasei observations to 6 sãteilites from 4 stations were used, compared with

57 000 Baker-Nunn observations to 21 satellites from 24 stations. Over the last

few years the laser tracking systems have been significanlly improved and they have

largely replaced the camera systems (Pearlrnan et al7977),

3.2. Laser ranging to satellites

The principle of laser ranging consists of the measurement of the time it takes

for a short pni." to travel the path from the station to the satellite and back. In

the present satellite ranging systems the pulse is usually generated by a p-switchecl

ruby laser and the beam is reflected back to the station by an array of cube corner

reflèctors mounted on the spacecraft. A travel time accuracy of 1 ns gives a one-way

distance accurate to 15 cm. In the tracking of close Earth satellites, fhe number

of photons received at the receiver is usually quite large and this implies that the

pulse length need not be as short as 1 ns in order to obtain nanosecond accuracy'

þrovided that the pulse retains its shape. In the laser system presently ernployed

Èy the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, the pulse length is of the order

oi 25 ttr although this will be reduced to about 6 ns in the future (Pearlman et al

1e77).
itr" accvÍacy of the travel time measurements depends critically upon the

calibration of the delay times within the transmitter and receiver. This is usually

determined by ranging over a known distance to a nearby target. The calibration

"unlb" 
expectLd to-bJa function of the signal strength and it is important that the

output anã return calibration signals are comparable with- the actual signals obtained

when ranging to satellites. The usual procedure is to calibrate the laser before and

after eacÈ saiellite pass. The Smithsonian lasers have a calibration stability of the

orderof 
"rrurro.""orrd(Pearlman 

etalt977). Distortionof thepulseshapeintroduced
by the transmitter and photoreceiver noise will also contribute a few nanoseconds

to the error in the travel time observations. The pulse deformation errors can be

reduced by using a pulse-processing system which permits the travel time to be

referred tó puhe centres rãther than to threshold points. A rrange gate is usually

employed to protect against a triggering of the receiver by .ky background and

electronic noise.
The Smithsonian laser system,operates at a repetition rate of about one pulse

per 8 s and the average scatler of the travel time residuals,during a single satellite_

pass, relative to a meãn orbit, is of the order of a'few nanoseconds (Pearlman et aI

|SZZ¡. The Goddard Space Flight Center lasers have a repetition, rate of about
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1 pulse per second and also exhibit travel time residuals of about 2 ns. Systematic
errors may exceed these levels and they can probably be determined only by comparing
results from co-located instruments.

A number of other factors contribute to the overall accuracy. Atmospheric
refraction, epoch timing and retro-reflector characteristics must be considered.
The atmospheric refraction correction does not appear to present serious problems at
the few centimetre accuracy level (Hopfield 1969).

Timing of the epoch of observation must be of an accuracy that is comparable
with the range measurements. The average velocity of a satellite is of the order
of 7 km s-l so that absolute timing of about 10 ps is required to fix the satellite in
its orbit with, say, 10 cm accuracy. Time at the stations can be kept to this accuracy
by crystal oscillators that are controlled, through frequency and phase comparisons,
against stable vlr transmissions. Absolute time at each station is controlled by
periodic comparisons with portable clocks. The US Navy Navigation Technology
satellites can no1ry be used to maintain absolute time at the stations to within 1 ¡r,s.

The satellite range measurements consist of the distance between an electronic
centre of the transmitter-receiver and some point on the satellite which will not
correspond to the centre of rnass of the satellite. A reflector array correction is
therefore required and this depends upon the array characteristics and upon the
angle of incidence of the laser pulse. The former is known from the satellite design
characteristics while the latter depends on the manner of spacecraft stabilisation.
Such corrections are given in Gaposchkin (1973). For the Explorer satellites this
correction is good to about 10 cm but it is an order of magnitude better for the
special laser reflector satellites such as STARLBTTE and LAGEOS. The former
was launched in 1975 by the Centre National d'Btudes Spatiales in a 800 km altitude,
50o inclination orbit while LAGEOS was launched in a 5900km, 110o inclination
orbit by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 7976.

STARLETTE consists of a 24 cm diameter, small area-to-mass ratio sphere,
covered by 60 uniformly distributed cube corner reflectors. The uniform reflectivity
means that the measurements can be reduced with high accuracy to the spacecraft
centre and that air drag and radiation pressure perturbations are independent of
the spacecraft orientation. LAGEOS is a 411 kg, 60 cm diameter sphere, covered
with 426 reflectors.

Laser tracking of satellites is carried out by several organisations. The Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Observatory has four stations, in Arizona, Peru, Brazil and
Australia. Two lasers, operated by cooperating agencies in Japan and Greece,
contribute to the Smithsonian network. These stations yield range data that are
accurate to I m or better and routinely observe the laser-reflector-carrying satellites.
Modifications to the stations are in progress to improve the accuracies to about
20 cm.

lfhe Goddard Space Flight Center operates a number of mobile laser systems
within the United States with accuracies of the order of 20-30 cm (Smith er ø/
1977). In addition, new laser systems have been constructed in France, the Nether-
lands and West Germany, all with design accuracies of a few tens of centimetres.
Some laser range instruments with 1 m accuracies have been built at the Ondrejov
Observatory in Czechoslovakia (Sehnal t973, Lala and Prokes 1976) and used in
Eastern Europe. All of these lasers use p-switched ruby lasers except for the West
German instrument which is a mode-locked neodynium yAG laser marketed by the
Sylvania Company of California
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3.3. Laser ranging to the Moort

The possibility of ranging to the Moon with a laser was first demonstrated by
Smullin and Fiocco in 1.962 although the possibility of doing this with pulsed search-
light illumination from the Earth had already been investigated in the late 1950s.
Smullin and Fiocco (L962) used a long pulse to record the reflection from the Moon's
surface but while the result was of little scientific interest it did lead to the suggestion
that retro-reflectors be placed on the Moon (Alley et a|1,965). llhe scientific benefits
from such an exercise were already recognised at this time as being of importance
in lunar and terrestrial physics and in the study of gravitation and relativity. In
the Russian literature similar suggestions appeared (Kokurin et aI 1966). In 1966
NASA endorsed a programme that led to the emplacement, in July 1969, of cube
corner reflectors on the Moon as part of the Apollo 11 l-unar Surface Experiments
Package. The subsequent Apollo 14 and 15 missions placed additional reflectors on
the Mocrn as did two Soviet missions, Lunakhocl 1. and 2. The Apollo 11 and 14
reflector arrays consist of a 46 cm squáre array o1.100solid fusedsilicareflectors
of 3'8 cm in diameter. Apollo 15 carried a 300 rrflectot array. The Lunakhods
carried French-made reflectors but only the Lunakhocl 2 reflector has been seen.

The first laser returns were obtained in August and September of 1969 from
a hastily modified McDonald Observatory in Texas. These initial returns were
estimated to have an accuracy of 15 ns for the two-way travel time, or about 2'5 m
in the one-way distance. Measurements taken in October 1969 were precise to about
50 cm in the one-way distance while data collected routinely since late 7971. have a
typical accuracy of between 10 and 20 cm. (Bender et al (1973) discuss the history
of the lunar laser ranging programme.) Early laser observations were reported
from the Crimean Observatory in the USSR and from the Pic du Midi Observatory
in France but little useful data have come from these stations since. New stations
have been built in Australiaf and Hawaii and other stations are under construction
in lapan and France.

AII the scientific results emanating from lunar laser ranging so far have been
based on the McDonald Observatory data. These results include improved lunar
libration parameters and initial results for the Earth's rotation. Williams (1977)
reviews the present achievements.

The McDonald Observatory is a general purpose observatory and can be used
for lunar laser ranging for only a few hours each day. The observing period is usually
limited to observations r,vhen the Moon is at its highest point in the sky and about
three hours before and about three hours after this point is reached. Each of these
three runs consists of 50-300 lâSer measurements. The laser system is a O-switched
ruby laser with a few narroseconds pulse length and a pulse repetition ratlof a pulse
every 3 s. 'l[he beam divergence of the transmitted beam is of the order of 10-6 sr.
The effective aperture of the receiver exceeds 1 m2. The return signal, of energy
10-1e J, contains very few photons. This means that the detection and timing
techniques tend to be diflerent for lunar laser systems than for satellite lasers. At
the McDonald Observatory the travel time measurements are'precise to 0'1 ns
ancl the overall accuracy is of the órder of a few nanoseconds. Comparisons
of the measurement against orbital theories of fhe lunar motion indicate that, for
a six-ye¿r period, the nrts residuals are of the order of 40 cm (Williams 1977). This

,f The Australian station at Orroral Valley, near Canberra, has successfully ranged to thé
Moon since late 7978.
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is in part due to unmodelled or inadequately modelled errors in the orbital theory
and confirms that the instrumental errors are unlikely to exceed 20 cm.

The laser ranging observatory constructed on the island of Mauii, Hawaii, is
a mode-locked neodymium yAc laser system emitting pulsçs of 200 ps with an energy
of.0'25J at 5320 Ä and at a rate of 3 s-1. The system is intended to range to the
Moon and to high reflector-carrying satellites such as LAGEOS and the Navigation
Technology satellites with a precision of 0.5 ns. Photomultiplier jitter appears to be
one of the main obstacles to higher accuracy although it can be statistically reduced
if the pulse repetition rate is high.

Ramsden (1977) reviews some of the progress that can be expected in laser ranging.
Expected improvements include :

(i) Improved optical efficiency of the receivers by increasing their reflectivity at
the laser wavelengths.

(ii) Fligher laser output using new host materials from which larger rod sizes can
be manufactured.

(iii) Reduction in the detector noise.
(iv) Improvements in the pointing accuracy so that the transmitted beam wiclth

can be reduced and, for the same reason, improvements in the prediction accuracy
of the satellite positions.

(v) Reduction in the laser pulse length to a few tens of picoseconds.
(vi) Use of two wavelength measurements to enable a correction to be made

for the atmospheric refraction since the reflactivity is frequency-clependent.l
(vii) Use of continuous COz lasers to measure the relative velocity of'the target

by the Doppler shift in the frequency of the return signal compárecl with the trans-
mitted signal. tlhe frequency difference is meäsured by heterodyne 

'detection.

The accuracy of these mèasurements depends mainly on the fiequency stability
of the laser over the observing time¡ a stability of I Hz corresponding to an accuracy
of 0.01 mm s-1.

3.4. Long-bøseline radio interferometry

The technique of long-baseline interferometry is one of using widely separated
raclio antennae in the interferometric mode. Signals received from a radio source
at the two ends of the baseline are compared and the difierence in the times of arrival
are estimated. The radiation source could be a signal emitted from a sateliite or
from a transmitter placed on the Moon, as has been done in the Apollo Lunar T.ander
programme, or it could be a natural stellar source. Ideal stellar sources are strong,
broad-band, point sources, sufficiently far beyond our Galaxy for them to have
negligible proper motions. A number of quasars satisfy these requirements. For
the stellar sources, the incoming wavefront can be considered to be plane and the
time delay, for a baseline of length D, is:

r :D cos,þlÀ ( 3 . 1 )

where I is the angle of incidence of the wavefront relative to the baseline. Consider
a source at right ãscension Zs and declination ås. The baseline orientation can be
described by the right ascension Z¡ and declination ô¡ of its projection onto the
celestial sphere and (3.1) becomes:

":? I.t" ôs sin ô¡*cos ô, cos ô¡ cos (Zr-Z¡)].
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Alternatively, the baseline can be specified by the spherical coordinates R¿; ö¿, À¿
(i:1,2) of the two antennae. Then, for simplicity, \Me assume a spherical Earth
of radius R:

sin ôn:f (sin f2-sin t'1)

:ï ::i : DÄ"o*o {"* t,(.î lÏ I il - *' t,(*î lìl I il}
and (3.1) becomes:

D

": 
" {sin ôg (sin dz - sin dr) + cos ðs [cos dz cos (Àr + 0 - ¿r)

- cos {r cos (Àz + 0 - L")l\ (3 .2)

where d is the sidereal angle of the Earth at time f. The time delay r therefore varies
diurnally with an amplitude and phase that depend upon the stellar and baseline
coordinates. Observation of this delay at different times and for different sources
permit the determination of these coordinates.

From (3t.1) the precision of the baseline determination is inversely proportional
to the baseline length since the error in determining z is essentially independent
of the delay. Baselines of up to 100 km can be achieved by establishing a radio link
between the two antennae but propagation anomalies limit the useful extension
of the baseline beyond this. However, a direct radio link is not necessary now that
stable atomic frequency and time standards are available. The received signal at
each antenna is recorded onto tape together with the frequency standard inforrnation
that ensures that the two receivers are operating at the same frequency. The time
standards are required to ensure that the clocks remain constant over the period
it takes to make a single measurement. The magnetic tapes are then brought together
and processed in a correlator. A maximum correlation is found when one record
is offset by an amount equal to the time required for the wave to travel the difference
in distance between the source and the t\ilo antennae. The first measurements
were reported by Broten et al (1967),8arc et al (1967) and Moran et al (1967). While
these papers emphasised the radio astronomy aspects, the geophysical implications
of these measurements \üere quickly recognised by Gold (1967) and MacDonald
(1967). Counselman (1976) reviews the method and recent progress.

The length of the baseline is now limited only by the condition that the source
be mutually visible from the two ends. Thus baselines between California and
Australia have been used by the Jet Propulsion Laboratories. Measurement errors
in the delay time r arc of several types. Delays introduced by the atmosphere are
important. The ionosphere can make a significant contribution but, as the index
of refraction is frequency-dependent, observations at two distinctly different fre-
quencies (for example, S and X band) can remove this. Tropospheric refraction is
more important. As with laser measurements, the total effect of the dry atmosphere
is about 2'2 m for a vertical ray path but the water vapour content is much moie
important at radio than at optical wavelengths. Pressure, temperature and humidity
measurements at the receivers can reduce the uncertainty of the correction to about
20 cm for a zenith direction. For better results it is necessary to measure the water
vapour content along the path. This can be done with a microwave radiometer
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directed along the line of sight to the radio source. When operated near the water

vapour line ãf 22 GHz, the total water vapour content along the fay path is

measured and the delay correction can be made with an accuracy equivalent to

aboutZcm in distance (Staelin 1969).

1972
A M J J A S O N D

Figure 4. Results for the observed nominal distance between two radio telescopes-Goldstone,

California and Ha1'stack, Massachusetts-measured at different times by long-

baselineinterferometfy(fromShapiroetal7974).

Instrumental errors resulting from instabilities in the frequency standards,

calibration uncertainties, variations in the geometry of the antenna dish, and miscel-

laneous electronic sources are believed not to exceed about 5 cm and this is borne

out by repeated measurements across the continental United States between the

64 m diameter antenna of the Deep Space Network in Goldstone, California and

the 37 m diameter antenna of the ÉIaystack Observatory in Massachusetts. The

results by Shapiro et al (7974) are illustrated in figure 4. Long-baseline interfero-

meter obse*uiiottt using artificial lunar sources are discussed by King et al

(1e76).

4. Estimating geodetic parafireters

4.1. Dynamic methods

¡i $2 I outlined what is essentially a problem of celestial mechanics, the description

of the motion of a close Earth satellite subject to a variety ef forces. The geodetic

problem is the inverse of this: the estimation of certain unknown parameters desc-rib;
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ing the fôrces from the obserVed motions of a satellite. Consider a tracking station
P at xp. Relative to an inertial frame this position is Xp. Assume that the topo-
centric position of the satellite p is observed and that the geoceniric position Xg
of the satellite is given by the orbital theory. These three quantities are related by
the simple equation:

Xp+ p :X, (4 .1 )

where Xr:Xr("¿) can be related to the Keplerian elements r¿. Specifrcally, from the
geometry illustrated in figure 1:

^ : ( ; î :

-sin f)

cos O

0

0

cos 1
-sin I

0 \  / 1

l,)(:
(4.2)

where the true anomaly/is related to the rnean anomaly IllI* by the equations (2.5).
The Keplerian elements are time-dependent and with (2.6) Xs can then be expressed
AS:

X.(Ð : X(as, es, Io, -0, f,J,0, Mon, Cr*, Str*, þ¿, t - to) (4 .3 )

where the subscripts 0 indicate the values of the elements at time /6 and where p¿
refers to parameters that may be introduced to quantify further forces acting on the
spacecraft.

Conventionally, the station position is refelred to Earth-fixed axes x. The inertial
svstem X is defined relative to the stars. It can be def;ned in several wavs but we will
cänsider an Xs axis normal to tht mean ecliþtic plaire at a given epoäh and X1 in
this plane and directed towards the mean equinox. The motion of the Earth's rotation
axis relative to this frame is described by Euler's dynamic and kinematic equations
for rotating,,bodies and is referred to as precession and m:ltation. Precession refers
tothesecularmot ionof  the.p laneof  theequatorabout theecl ip t ic  atafateof  about
50 arcsec yr-l, and nutation is the sum of a variety of periodic motions of the spin
axis superimposed upon this secular movement. The relation between X and a set
of axes X' parallel to the rotation axis but not rotating with the Earth can be expressed
A S :

X,:ø(f, v, a)ø(L,y., L,v, A,e)X'

where ø(Lp, Az, Ae) describes the nutation and Ø(rc, z, ar) describes the precession.
Together they rotate the instantaneous sidereal system X' to the mean system X at
an epoch ?e. The rotation axis is not fixed relative !o the Earth, nor is the rotation
of the Earth uniform and the complete transfôimation from X to x is:

Xp:Ø(*, v, a)Ø(A,y,, L,v, L,e)ø(g)Ø(m1, nz2)xp

where Ø(m1; m2) rotates the x axes parallel to the rotation axis and ø(0) rotates this
instantaneous system, rotating with the Earth, to X'. These two rotations are dis-

" ( ; "  
;
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cussed in more detail in $6.5. To describe the position of P completely we must
know (i) the motion of the Earth in space (the precession and nutation), (ii) the
motion of the rotation axis with respect to the Earth's surface, and (iii) the position
of P in the global terrestrial framework. The Eulerian theory of precession and
nutation, plus astronomical observations to determine the constants, provicles the
first; observations of polar motion and the length of day provide the second. Con-
ventional geodetic observations provide the position of the tracking station relative
to a regional or continental geocletic system which itself can only be related to a
geocentric system by satellite observations as discussed below. Thus:

Xp: X(tcp,vnt, naz, 0, Lp, L,v, Le, rc, v, ut). (4.+)
Other choices of inertial reference system are possible ancl often it is convenient
to use a quasi-inertial system. As discussed briefly in $2.3, the Barth's gravity field
in the system X is time-dependent since the direction of the rotation axis and thereby
the rotational bulge is not fixed in space and for each instant the gravity field should
be re-evaluatecl in the X system. The use of certain quasi-inertial systems avoids
the need to do this yet does not introduce significant perturbations into the description
of the satellite motion. Camera observations of the satellite positions against the
star background should be transformed into the same inertial system as used to
describe the motions. Veis (1963) cliscusses the relations between the various reference
frames in some detail.

\Mith (4.3) and (4.4) equation (4.1) loses much of its simplicity and it is usually
scjlved iteratively. In a first approximation one could assume that Xn and the para-
meters describing the forces are known and then solve for the elements ds, €s, I¡,
c,lg, O0, Ms at epoch 16. In a second iteration one could attempt to solve for a subset
of the force parameters C¡ro, St*, F¿ as well as improve upon the values of the
elements. f'he first step would usually be canied out individually for a series of
observations for a particular satellite. The length of such a series, or orbital arc,
will depend on the accuracy of the analytical theory or the integration process and
on the objectives of the analysis. The second step would be carried out for a nunrber
of orbital arcs of one or more satellites. In subsequent iterations one would introduce
further unknown, or inadequately hnown, parameters in the vector rRp (equation
(+.4)), such as the station positions æp or the rotation parameters. Clearly, the
actual estimation process is a major effort involving a great deal of computing work.
In the solution by Gaposchkin and Lambeck (197I), for example, 21 satellite orbits
were analysecl for a total of 114 orbital arcs and more than 60 000 observations.
Each orbit was described by as many as 1,2 or 13 unknowns, the six Keplerian elements
and coefficients to describe non-gravitational forces. The final solution was for
these elements, some 300 gravity field coefficients and 40 station positions.

Experience indicates that the solutionS converge. This is due to several factors.
(i) The different forces give rise to orbital perturbations with quite different spectra,
permitting an aclequate separation of the parameters. This \,vas seen in the discussion
of the gravity field perturbations. (ii) Numerous satellites in different orbits are
usecl. In particular, orbits with different inclinations are irnportant to separate the
gravity perturbations because of the inclination function F¿¡n,p(I) in the perturbation
equations (2.I0). Orbits of different semi-major axes and eccentricities are also
useful in this respect. (iiÐ A large global tracking networh is required to ensure
that the distribution of observations along the orbit is both dense and uniform.
This enables the short-period perturbations clue to Ct*, Sr* to be separated from
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each other and from the discrepancies arising in equation (4.1) from errors in Xp'
(iv) Satellites in near-resonant orbits impose constraints on some of the potential
coeffi.cients. (v) Independent constraints, from other geodetic observations,, .are

also important. One type, constraining relative station positions, is provided by the
geometric method discussed below. Surface gravity data have also been used to
constrain the solutions for the Ctr*, Str*, and the tracking of planetary spacecraft
provides a precise determination of the first term in the geopotential , GM, and of
ielative station positions. Conventional geodetic observations can be used to constrain
the relative positions of stations related to the same geodetic datum provided that
the precision of the latter is equal to or exceeds that attained by the satellite method'
All of these data sources were used in the solution by Gaposchkin and Lambeck
and in the more recent solutions (e.g. Gaposchkin 1974).

4.2. Geotnetric nnethods
'Ihe geometric method of satellite geodesy does not require any information

on the satellite orbit, the spacecraft being used merely as a well-elevated target
that is observed simultaneously from a number of stations. A few examples illustrate
the method. Two cameras, widely separated, observing the satellite at the same
instant against star backgrounds provide two directions in space which define a
plane on which the two stations lie. An additional set of observations defines a
iecond plane whose intersection with the first gives the direction of the vector joining

the two stations (figure 5), Observations from numerous stations to different satellite
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Illustrations of the geometric method of position determination from observatioris

of satellites. (ø) illustrates the case of simultaneous direction observations from

trvo stations P¿ and Pe to the satellites at Sr and Sz. (ó) illustrates the case of

simultaneous distance measurements from four stations to the satellite positions

S¿. In the first case the direction of Pe to PB, is detemined, and in the second

cáse the position of Po relative to the positions P1¡, Ps, Pc is determined. '
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Figure 5.
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positions enables the establishment of a network of interstation vectors. This is
similar to terrestrial geodetic triangulation networks except that now it is a fully
three-dimensional calculation, whereas classical geodetic triangulations are usually
two-dimensional. Furthermore, the station separations may be very large (of inter-
continental dimensions), being governed by the satellite height. No information
on the scale of the network is provided by the optical observations alone. Global
geometric networks have been established from the Baker-Nunn camera network
and from the BC-4 camera network (Schmidt 1974).

A variant of the geometric method is to simultaneously observe distances from
a number of stations to the satellite. Assume, for example, that a satellite is observed
simultaneously from three stations whose positions are known. These observations
determine the satellite position as the intersection of three spheres, centred at the
respective stations and with radii equal to the observed ranges. A simultaneous
observation from a fourth unknown position locates this station on a sphere centred
at the satellite (figure 5(ó)). Repeating the observations, when the satellite is at
different locations, determines the position of the fourth station relative to the other
three. This approach has been used extensively in a United States Army system
called srcon (sequential collation of range) during the 1960s but does not appear to
have contributed significantly to the estimation of global geodetic parameters. Laser
ranging to the satellite could provide very precise measurements of relative station
positions but the condition that the satellite be mutually visible from four stations
at any given time usually results in unsatisfactory geometry, particularly as atmo-
spheric absorption and refraction limits observation to altitudes above about 30o
elevation. Combinations of simultaneous range and distance measurements are also
possible but as the laser range measurements are now much more precise than the
optical data, there is little benefit gained by doing this. In global studies, the geometric
method alone appears to offer few advantages over the dynamic method and its
main contribution has been, by imposing conditions on relative station positions,
to strengthen the dynamical solutions for station coordinates (e.g. Gaposchkin and
Lambeck 1971, Gaposchkin 1974). Only in regional problems, such as measuring
crustal deformations across major fault systems, may it be useful to use a number
of laser tracking systems for simultaneous range observations.

4.3. Surface græity

The traditional way of estimating the Earth's external gravity ñeld is from surface
gravity measurements or from geodetic observations of the geometric form of equi-
potential surfaces. The equipotential surface most widely used by geodesists is
the geoid, Ws, the level surface approximating the ocean surface. Observations
of gravity, g, made on the Earth's surface at P' are reduced to P on the geoid and
compared with theoretical gravity values to give gravity anomalies. The theoretical
gravity values, y, are based on an ellipsoidal Earth model with the same mass and
equatorial radius as the Earth and whose surface is of the same potential as the
geoid. The potential corresponding to this model is Z. If P is projected onto this
reference surface at Q, the gravity anomaly is defined as:

ag:  ge-yg. (4.s)
Ag is the free-air gravity anomaly if, in its reduction from the surface to the geoid,
only the height difference is considered and the attraction from any intermediate
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topography is ignored. The geoid height of P above O is denotecl by l/. The
anomalous potential at F is defined as:

L W : W s - V r : W s - V q - r p V l A l N : y N  
r  r

or 
N-LWry (+.6)

which relates the geoid height l/ to the anorralous potential LW. With (4.5) the
gravity anomaly becomes (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967):

Le:  -aY +!? m,-  0 r  y ô r

:  _7LW _2_  nW
A î  R  

- " '

The potential W, described in a reference system that rotates with the Earth, contains
the gravitational potential U, equation (2.1) and the potential of the centrifugal
force. The gravitational attraction V of the reference body, also including the
centrifugal force, can be expanded into a sphericai, harmonic expansion containing
onlv even zonal terms. Then:

LW:q'"ø > ) lzu)'f" ¡,nx cos rnÀ+ s¿msin zzÀ)P¿-(sin À)
r  Z - r / - 1  \ r / '

(4 .8)

where C¿nf :Cm (observed)-C¡7¡¿ (ref.erence body). Practically, only Cz,o is
modified. Then with (4.6) and (4.7):

N =asll(Cm* cos rzÀ+,S¿r¿ sin wÀ)P¿*(sia$)

Lg:y Ð Ð (/ 
- I)(Cm* cos mÀ.+ St* sin mÀ)P¡p(sin $)

ancl

with

(+.7\

(4.e)

(4. 10)

( 4 . 1 1 )
c';)):e-rygy j,n s e, *1"i", [:î ;:J -

where the integral is over the Earth's surface. To evaluate the Stokes coefficients
from the integrals (4.11) requires that gravity be known over the entire surface of
the Earth. Usually, one first computes the area mean from the individual measure-
ments. If blocks of 1. o x 1o size are adopted, some 19 000 of a total of 64 800 would
have one or more gravity measurements within it. About 2lo/o of the oceanic 1o x Le
blocks contain one or more observations and 460/o of the continental blocks contain
some data. For many of these blocks the data are of questionable reliability. In
the second step one is obliged to 'predictl, in a more or less arbitrary way, what
gravity should be in the unsurveyed areas (Orlin 1966). Finally one computes the
Stokes coefficients using the integrals (4.11). For practical purposes these coefficients
should be cornparable with those deduced from the satellite orbit analyses. However,
because of the incomplete coverage, the surface data arc most useful when introduced
into the satellite solutions as additional constraint between the Stokes coefficients
rather than for estimating them directly.
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4.4. Ilesults

Estimation of gravity field coefficients and station positions is carried out at
a number of centres: the Center for Astrophysics of the Harvard and Smithsonian
Observatories, the Geodynamics Branch of the Goddard Space Flight Center,
the Groupe de Recherche de Geodesie Spatiale of the Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales, and the Naval Weapons Laboratories.

Recent models from the first centre (Gaposchkin 1974, 1977) have continued
using an analytical approach to describing the satellite motion. Gaposchkin's (L974)
solution includes Baker-Nunn camera and laser range observations from the Smith-
sonian and other tracking networks, including the BC-4 geometric triangulation
data of the National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration. Surface gravity data,
deep-space probe information from the Jet Propulsion Laboratories, and surface
triangulation results r,vere included in the solution for geopotential harmonics through
degree and order 18. More recently, Gaposchhin (1977) has analysed the laser
tracking data only and combined this with surface gravity data to estimate the har-
monics through to degree and order 24. The solutions by the Goddard Space Flight
Center (e.9. Smith et al 1976) use similar satellite data to that discussed above in
addition to some Doppler data on four satellites and radar observations on one
satellite. Surface gturriiy data have also been incorporated. Numerical integration
techniques are used to describe the satellite motion. Geopotential coefficients com-
plete to degree and order 16 and station locations have been determined. The results
published by the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales are also based on numerical
solutions of the equations of motion (Balmino et al t976). The solutions by the
Naval \Meapons Laboratory use only Doppler observations of the US navigation
satellites and the GEOS geodetic satellites. No recent results for the gravity field
have been published in the open literature although station coordinate solutions
have been discussed (Anderle i974).

The accuracies of the solutions are difficult to assess and published results of
standard deviations have nearly always been over-optimistic. There are few external
standards against which they can be tested. One test is to compare solutions, based
on satellite observations only, against the terrestrial gravity data using methods
developed by Kaula (1966). A practical limitation of this approach is that the global
solutions are nou/ nearly always iterative to ensure a satisfactory separation of potential
coefficients and station coordinates and purely satellite solutions are selclom com-
puted. Comparisons of the combined solutions against gravity are therefore only
of limited value. Other tests employed include the computation of orbits and com-
parison with observations not used in the solution. This may be a satisfactory test
for the lower-degree coeffficients if no orbital arcs of the satellite have been included
in the solution but it does not, test,for the higher-degree coefficients to \Ã/hich the
satellite is relatively insensitive. In the iterative solutions the various subsets of
data are usually compared with each other and,with the previous iteration results
before combining them and starting the next iteration. In this way any major dis-
crepancies are readily detected and resolved by either removing the troublesome
data or by adding new data to improve the separation of parameters. This does
have obvious liabilities and makes a comparison:of the solutions by different institu-
tions rather important. The published solutions mentioned above are independent
in that in one an anaþical approach has been adopted and that in the othçrs clifferent
integration procedures and programs have been used. The data base is gener4lly
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similar in all models but there are some important differences. Gaposchkin's (,L977)
solution, for example, uses only the laser tracking clata while Smith et aI (1976) use
Doppler in addition to laser and optical data.

Gaposchlin (1974, 1977) estimates that the accuracy of the station coordinates
is of the order of 2 or 4 m for the better determined stations, a value borne out by
the intercomparisons of dynamic and geometrical satellite geodesy results, terrestrial
triangulation and coordinates determined from the deep-space probe missions
and lunar laser ranging but a comparison of the coordinate solutions by Gaposchkin
(L977), Balmino et al (1976) and Smith et al (1976) suggests that there are systematic
discrepancies that may exceed 5 m.

.  Long i tude (deg l

Figure 6. Form of the geoid (in metres) relative to a best-fitting ellipsoid of flattening
Í:11298'255, as obtained at the Goddard Space Flight Center (model GEM 10,
from Lerch et al 7977).

All gravity field models discussed above yield similar results for the form of
the geoid; a form described by King-Hele (1975) as r . . . the western hemisphere
has been taken over by a goat which is deep in discussion with a man from the East,
a highbrow whose cranium dominates Asia' (see figure 6)f. There are, however,
important differences in the detail. Some of these are illustrated in figure 7 for
some selected geoid profiles computed from the above gravity field solutions. Dif-
ferences of as much as 10 m occur with wavelengths typically of 20". Comparisons
with recently acquired GEOS 3 altimetry data do provide important tests since
this provides information on the detail in the geoid relative to the lower degree,
and better knorvn, harmonics describing the satellite motion. Comparisons of the
gravity anomaly maps are usually less satisfactory since, comparing (4.9) and (4.10),
the shorter wavelength and less certain information receives more emphasis in Ag
than in N.

The gravity field models may be evaluated in terms of their discrete, non-.
dimensional, po\ryer spectra :

V ¿z(A,tI) : L (Cr*, + S mz) (4.r2)

t In the projection used in figure 6, they are no longer on speaking terms and have turned
their backs on each other.
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Fígure 7. Geoid profrles according to the solutions by Balmino et al, Gaposchkin and Smith
et al along an approximate circle from Northern Europe to the lesser A¡tilles.
Also shown is the geoid height as observed by the GEOS 3 radar altimeter along
the same profile (based on data provided by G Balmino).

where the em and S¡p are fully normalised Stokes coefficients. V¿\(LU) is also
referred to as the potential degree yariance. Figure 8 illustrates these spectra for
the three models. In general, there is comparable power contained in each degree
variance up to degree 16, but beyond this considerable variation occurs indicating
that the noise contribution to T¿Z(AU) becomes dominant. No serious attempts
have been made to obtain a true measure of the noise spectrum but if we consider
the differences in the Stokes coefficients obtained in the three solutions as indicative
of noise, then these difference spectra exceed the signal at degrees about 16 and
upwards.

5. Further advances

5.1. Analyses

The methods of satellite geodesy discussed above are based on the analysis of
the satellite motion in the non-central gravity field. Tracking accuracies have,
however, reached such levels that they are now comparable to the magnitude of
tþe perturbations and any further improvements u/ill give .only limited gains in
the knowledge of the gravity field. Some progress can be made with (i) more satellites
of the STARLBTTB type in low orbits with difierent inclinations and eccentricities,
aacl (ü) more laser stations, geographically well distributed, to provide uniform and
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FigureS. Geopotential power spectra, defined by equation (4.12), for the three solutions by
Balmino et al (Q), Gaposchkin (tr) and Smith e¿ al (E). Tlìe spectra of the
differences in the Stokçs coefficients of these three solutions are also indicated,
V ,  A - O ;  r ù ,  n - A ;  C ,  t l - O .

dense tracking coverage. Both of these factors will contribute to a better separation
of the gravity field coefficients and to a greater stability in the solutions for the coeffi-
cients from degrees about 10 to 20. There are no immediate plans to launch additional
satellites of this type or to develop laser tracking stations beyond those mentioned
in $3.

In view of this limitation future studies of orbital perturbations using precise
Earth-based tracking data will probably emphasise aspects other than the static
gravity field. The tidal deformations of the Earth, both the solid Earth and oceans,
cause perceptible perturbations in the motion of satellites with frequencies quite
distinct from those caused by the Earth's gravity field ($6.a). Kinematic studies
of the motion of the rotation axis will become important as will the studies of relative
motions, of tectonic origin, between the trackìng stations ($6.2). These studies
require precise orbital theories and a precise determination of the gravity field insofar
as it perturbs the satellite motion.

Numerical integration methods appear to be adequate to describe the motion
of geodetic satellites with a precision of a few tens of centimetres over periods of
several days, provided that the parameters defining the forces acting on the spacecraft
are known. Balmino (1975) discusses various improvements that can be made i4
the integration of the equations of motion of close Earth satellites. Theories can
also be expected to be pushed to higher order by using computers for doing much
of the algebfa, as is curiently'done for selected aspects of satellite theory and lunar
theory.' But a complete and very precise analytical theory, taking into account all
the interactions between the'perturbations due to the various forces acting on the
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satellite, appears unlikely to provide a practical solution, for estimating geodetic
parameters. For the study of long-pe¡iod phenomena a combination of ,numerical
and analytical approaches may be useful. Such methods,use ,the analytical theory
to describe the short-period perturbations and integrate numerically for, ,the long.
period behaviour. This avoids the need for a complete analytical long-period theory
and permits an integration with large step sizes without requiring: high-order
numerical integration algorithms.

If further information on the gravity field is sought, and from a geophysical view-
point this is most desirable, an entirely new aþproach to satellite geodesy,is required.
Alternatively there should be increased activity in,collecting, compiling and revising
surface gravity data but in view of the relative inaccessibility of many parts of the
world this is not likely to be a practical alternative. Of the satellite methods, the
use of drag-free systems, radar altimeters and satellite-to.satellite tracking. have
already been proven. Ânother possibility is satellite gradiometry. Each of these
methods is 'discussed briefly below and an attempt, is made to evaluate: their likely
impactonour.knowledgeoftheEarth'sgravi tyf ield. ,  ,  i  . '1.  , , , . ,

\Mith these new techniques the gravity field will be determined u,ith a spatial
resolution as small as 100 km or less. Thus an expansion complete to degree and order
180 is required. This makes the representation extremely unwieldy since the ñetd
at any point will be the sum of (l+1)z terms. As discussed above, that part of the
field that perturbs the satellite is conveniently,expressed with the aid of spherical
harmonics but an alternative representation, for the remainder may be desirable,
particularly as some of the new, techniques,may not give global coverage. .Radar
altimeters; for example, provide geoid information only over oceanS. A number
of alternative representations have been discussed. Giacaglia and Lundq,r¡s1,(1972)
have proposed a representation by sampling functions each of which has the value
of unity at one point and zeto at the remaining sampling points. Other geopotential
representations include a surface layer approach (Koch 1968) or by a number of
buried masses or discs but their advantages over spherical harmonics for the Earth
are not obvious. As the nelv ,systems measure directly the potential or a derivative
of it, the most convenient representation will probably be in the form of residuals
between the observed field and some reference model.

5.2. Drag-free satellites

The sensitivity of the satellite to the gravity field can be increased by lowering
the orbit but this will be at the expense of increasing the atmospheric drag forces.
one solution to this problem is the, drag-free technique, originally proposed by
B O Lange in 1964. It consists of a small proof mass within a cai'ity located at the centre
of mass of the spacecraft,' The proof mass, sheltered from the surface forces;, follows
a gravitational orbit while sensors mèasure the motion of the'shell relative to it;
This 'information can be used to activate control thrusters that ,guide'the satellite
as a,whole along the gravitational orbit. Suchran experiment; called orscos,(dis-
turbance compensation systern), has been developed' jointly,at the Stanford, and
Johns Hopkins universities and launched for the us.Navy in september 1922,
in the satellite TRIAD 1 (Johns Hopkins an'd Stanford Universifies 1973);i The
Doppler tracking of the spacecraft indicates'thatrthe,surface force cancellation is
accurate fs [Q:r0-lQ-11 g and that any residual non-gravitational ,.forces on the
satellite are less than '10-10g.'' Such.bpacecràftrat low,:altitudes could provide signii

37
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ficant improvements in the gravity field knowledge. The magnitude of the orbital
perturbations are proportional to (R¿la)t(C¡n or S¿y,) or, with (2.3), to (R¿la)tllz
and a satellite; which at 1000 km is barely perturbed by twelfth degree coefficients,
will be equally perturbed at 300 km by seventeenth degree coeff.cients, all other
factors being equal. The effective minimum height of the spacecraft will be governed
largely, by the amount of thruster propellant required to compensate for the expo-
nentially increasing drag force, or by minimum orbiter lifetime required. For
example, a drag force system with a lifetime of 1 yr at 240 km altitude will have a
lifetime of only some six months at 200 km altitude. The NASA Space Shuttle,
to be operative throughout the 1980s, could provide a useful means of launching a
drag-free satellite in an orbit as low as 200 or even 150 km and retrieve it towards
the end óf its gravitational orbit for re-use in subsequent shuttle missions'

lfhe French Space Agency (CNES) in 1975 launched in its D5B satellite, carrying
a sensor which measures the forces on the'proof mass relative to the shell without
attempting to modify the: satellitefs motion. Instead, the gravitational orbit is recon-
structed from the on-board accelerometer measurements. Accuracies of 10-10 g
have been achieved.

5.3. Satetlite-to-satellite trøcking

Additional information can be obtained from the orbital analyses if the satellite
is tracked in a continuous manner so that the high-frequency: perturbations, which
contain m-uch of the information on the high degree and order harmonics,'can be
observecl. This becomes increasingly important the lower the satellite altitude,
since the visibility of the satellite from the ground is inore and more reduced, The
tracking of one satellite from another can alleviate this problem. The simplest
concept is to track a low orbiter, sensitive to the gravity forces, from a high satellite
whose orbit, much less perturbed, can be readily and precisely determined from
the ground-based observations. The relative positions of the t\ryo spacecraft can be
measured using Doppler or electronic distance measurements. Ionospheric refraction
efiects arc largely eliminated by multiple frequency tracking. Accuracies of the
range-rate of 0'1 mm s-1, for averaging times of about 10 s, appear feasible and
would indicate variations in the height of equipotential surfaces to within about
10 cm. Ideally, the lower satellite would be equipped with a surface force com-
pensating device. The high satellite could be in a geostationary orbit although this
does not give global coverage unless at least three such equatorial satellites, separated
by 120' in longitude, are available. Preliminary experiments have been carriecl out
using the AT5-6 geostationary satellite and GEOS 3 (Sjogren and Wimberley 1977).
In this system a signal is transmitted from the, ground station to. AT5-6, retrans-
mitted, from AT5-6 to GEOS 3 and back, via the satellite, to the observer. The
rate of change of the total range is observed but, as AT5-6 is; geostationary, this
is very nearly equal .to the range-rate between the two satellites. Differentiation
of' these range-rate measurements gives the line-of-sight accelerations of GEOS 3
relative to AT5-6 andthis is roughly proportional to the gravitational accelerationBt
the lower spacecraft altitude. The technique is úery similar to that used for measuring
the Moon's gravity field (Muller and Sjogren 1968, Sjogren t977). .The data collected
appear,to be insufficient in quantþ and in coverage while the GBOS 3 satellite is too
high to be'sensitive to the higher harmonics and this particular system has not yet
made an important contribution to the knowledge of the Earth's gravity, field.
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Another version of the satellite-to-satellite tracking concept is to use two satellites
in similar, near-circular, orbits separated by some 100-300 km. Neglecting surface
forces, the total energy:of a satellite remains constant along its orbit, any vâriatioh
of the potential energ'y being balanced by a change in kinetic energ'y¡ Hence the
relative velociry of the two spacecraft, deducecl from Doppler measurements, provides
a measure of the difference in gravitational potential between the two positions.
Both satellites will be affected by the long-wavelength variations in the gravity field
in approximately the sâme way, and their relative velocities are insensitive to this
part of the field. But the relative velocities would be sensitive to the short-wavelength
spatial variations in the field. Surface forces cannot be neglected and the satellite
orbits will evolve differently with time. Compensation of these forces, using the
drag-free system discussed previousþ, can alleviate this particular problem. In
any event, gradual changes in the orbits are of some interest in that it will make
the measurements progressively sensitive to difierent wavelengths in the gravity
field. Maneuverable satellites could be envisaged in which the two spacecraft,
initially in similar orbits, are allowed to slowly drift apart and, when the separation
becomes excessive so as to reduce the times of mutual visibility, they can be brought
together once more. Woltr (1969), Schwarz (1970) and Morrison (1970) have in-
vestigated this concept and a possible system has been studied in some detail at
CNES. Schwarz has compared the high-low versions and concludes that the latter
is'marginallf rnore sensitive to the gravity field. Some preliminary results for the
low-low method have been obtained froni Dopplerrtracking between the Apollo
and Soyuz spacecraft in 1975 (Vonbun 1977). Considerably more precise systems,
using optical interfêrometer'meaSurements¡ have been proposed in relation with
the Space Shuttle programme.

ì )

5.4. Satellite altimetry

With the present knowledge of the Earth's gravity field, the orbits of satellites
at some 1000 km altitude can be determined with an accuracy approaching the tracking
accuracy if the distribution of observations along the orbit is relatively dense. Then,
if the height of the spacecraft above the Earth's surfàce can be measuled with a
radar dltimeter, the geometric form of this surface can be determined relative to
the orbit. Particularly useful will be the spacecraft heights over the oceans since
this surface approximates an equipotential. The geocentric position of the satellite
at the time of the radar measurement, less the observed height, provides a measure
of the geometric shape of the ocean surface and the geoid height. Radar altimeter
measurements could be made over the entire Earth's surface-observations over
land would provide an avèrage terrain elevation. Such measurements: have been
made for the Moon with the laser altimeter on board Apollo 14 (Kaula et al 1974)
but the interpretation of the broader beam radar echoes for the Earth orbiters is
not without ambiguity. Also the elevations do not relate to the potential in the
way the ocean sùrface does. The accuracy with which the ocean surface can be
determined depends upon the spatial resolution and precision of measurements
as well as on the precision with which the orbit can be computed from ground tracking
observations and the present gravity field and other force models. A first radar
altimeter was flown on Skylab and provided useful but limited data:, The,altirneter
on board GEOS 3, launched in 1975, has provided a much more comprehensive
data set..,The altitude is sample6[ ¿¿r.6¡s:sscond irttervals;.iesnlting in a:spatial
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resolution at the oçean surface of ,about 7 km, and this is about equal to the size of
the footprint of the radar. 'Ihe precigion of the radar measurementg is of the order
of 1 m. Thus variations in the form,of the.ocean surf,ace of ,about 1 m over distances
of,a few te4s of kilometres can be detected. Such observations are of considerable
ir_rterest: in studying a numbet of rnarine geophysics p{oblems whose associated
gravþ'anomalies cannot be detected by orbit perturbalion analyses and which
previously could only be investigated from shipboard gravity measurements'
Examples include the .ocean trenches. Despite the large amplitudes of the short-
wavelength gravity anomalies over these features, they are not detected in the satellite
accelerations because their wavelength is short but the geometry of the ocean surface
over these features is readily seen (figure 9). Other examples include ocean ridges
and sea, mounts and it is anticipated that the altimeter observations will provide
important data for studies of the ocean crust and lithosphere (Poehls et al 7977).

The radar altimeter observations prolide the form of the ocean surface, a surface
which will not always coincide with the mean geoid. Differences occur due to tides,
winds and currentsr temperature, pressure and salinlty variations. They can exceed
a,metre in some cases (table 3). Hence, for refined :geoid studies, information on
these oceanograþhic factors iq re,quired. Alternativel)t,,by sampling selected regions
at difierent times, time-dependent fluctuations in the shape of the ocean surface
may be, detected and these would be of oceanographic interest if the precision of
the altimeter and the frequency of sampling are both high. An oceanographic satellite;
SEASAT A, is to, be launched later in 1978f and its radar altimeter,has a design
precision of some 10 20 cm. 'This is compatible with the amplitudes of many of
the oceanographic anomalies. If the GEOS 3 radar, i-" operational at the tsame time

Figure 9. GEOS:3 radar altimeterprofile over the,Marianas Trench,in the Eastem Pacific.
' :
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Table 3. Order of magnitudes of differences between sea level and .the geoid. Thesè are
global estimates. ,Local Variations may reach much. larger'values.

Phenomena
Amplitude
(m) Period

Ocean tides (relative to ocean surface)

Variation in sea floor relative to centre
of mass of Earth
Variable atmospheric loading

Ocean currents
Salinity
Temperature
\{ind stress

12h,24 h, plus smaller long-period
tides
12h,24h

Irregular, with strong annual com-
ponent

Constant and seasonal components

as SEASAT A, the sampling frequency over any one region will be increased and
thid may permit studies. to be maäe'of higher frequency sea-surface'fluctuations
such as tides.

5.5. Satellite gradiometry

The measurement of the gravity gradients of. the external field was attempted
as early as 1880 by Eötvqs, andrwas firrther develpped during the earJy part of the
t\ryentieth century for geophysical exploration work. The development of more
portable and precise gravi¡neters, however, soon replaced the cumbersome and
time-demanding gradiometers. More recently, it has been proposed to: meâsure
the gradients of thq Earthls gravity field by s,a-lellite-borne gradiometers (Bell et øl
,1965, Forward 1972) and a'ngmber bf.anaþes have indicated that, if gradients
could be measured at satellite heights with an'accuracy of 0'01 EU (1 Eötvos unit:
16-s gal cm-1= t¡-s s-z), the gradiometer is highly competitive with other methods
of gravity field determination (Forward 1973). Gravity gradiomçters have also
been proposed fgr mSpping the Moon's gravity field (Fon4'ard1976) and for estimating
the mass distribution within the asteroid belt (Forward 1971\. Satellite gradiorneter
designs have been studied by the Bell Aerospace Company, the Hughes Research
Laboratories and by the Charles Stark' Draper l-aboratory. The Hughes system,
discussed by Forward, consists of two sets of proof masses mounted on pairs of
cress arms, which rotate about an axis through the intersection of, and normal to,
the cross arms at frequency <r¡. In the,presence of the gravity field, the end masses
are differentially accelerated and the relative torques are measured by torsion:
sensitive sensors.. ,The torques vary sinusgidally with frequency Zot and with, an
amplitude that is proportional to the gravity gradient. The Bell Aerosystem instru.
ment employs the rotating, cross-arm scheme with four accelerometers mounted at
the end points to sense directly the gravity gradient'at twice the spin frequency.
To measure all elements of the gravity gradient tensor, three orthogonally mounted
instruments are required but usualli only the vertical gradient components will
be significant. For the instruments to be useful for satellite geodesy, a precision of
better than 0'05 EU, with an integration time qf aifêw,'teqs'of seconds, is required.
Present studies indicate,that flight 

'instruments 
capable of mèasuring to 0'1 EU
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can be developed but to attain an order of magnitude improvement will present one
of the more challenging technical problems associated with improving our knowledge
of the gravity field.

5.6. A comþarison of the alternøtioes

In the search for increased accuracy and resolution of our knowledge of the
Earth's gravity field, space technology offers a number of alternative approaches
outlined above. Some of these have already been tested in orbit but their full potential
has not yet been developed. Satellite gradiometry is still in the developmental
stages and no instrument has been tested in orbit. In accepting the need to improve
our knowledge of the Earth's gravity field a number of recent studies have compared
the new methods in attempts to decide whether to pursue one technology or another
(e.g. Kaula 1970). To make an order of magnitude compariso{r betwçen the different
systems we use the spherical harmonic expansion (2.1) of the gravity field. This
is for convenience only and does not imply that this may be the most useful repre-
sentation of the'high-frequency content of the geopotential. The empirical rule
(2.3) f.or the order of magnitude estimate of the Stokesr coefficients is ,adopted as
it appears to be valid at least up to degree about 40.

Following Kaula, we compare the various systems by computing the appro-
priate discrete po\ryer spectra of the measured quantity. Variations in the height of a
geopotential surface at the satellite are given by:

With satellite-to-satellite tracking by measuring the Doppler effect, one measures
mainly a component in the differential velocity of two satellites and this is propor-
tional to the potential difference between the two satellites, to their velocity and to
the damping factor (a"lr[. The power spectrum of the velocity difierences will
be :

, , : . . ' V f l ( A a l , ) 1 = a 2 ( ? ) i ' " ( u + Ð T . , . . '
where the'satellite'velocity z is equal to (GMlr)ttz. Hence:

Nr:ff:,

and the spectrum of N¡ at r is::

v¿z(;N):rz(?)" '+ ro-.o=ur(f,)', #
for large /. From ground-based observations of the.satellite position one only observes
those harmonics which result in Vtz(Nr) greater than the measurement noise. With
the altimeter, geopotential surface height variations are measured- directly at the
geoid and:

V ¡'2(N,".) : ¿", zJlJ lQ-to - /6 u2 #.

(s.2)

(s .3)

v¿\Ao) = ff\e)" 1zt + rt Ç = 2 ry e)" #. (s.4)



v¿z (grad s,):(gnlr)z(t +l)z(t +2)z(?)".^rrr* r) 1#
(s .s)

= (t+) i, + s)(4) "*n ro-'o

The tracking of satellites from the ground q{ flom very high satellites plovides
a measure of both the integrated or long-period perturb-ations and the high-frequency
perturbations. It is the latter that are given by the spectrum (5 .2) and a complete
compárison also requires a discussion of the long-period perturbltions. The spectrum
(5 .2) describes approximately the magnitude of the perturbations, apart from
resonances that can be expected for the coefficients for which mï>n. Low-low
Satellite tracking, radar' altimetry and gradiometer measurementl directly sample
the potential, geoid height or gravity gradient and there are nó integrated effects.
The mean square amplitudes of the relevant quantities are illustrated in figure 10.
These can be cômparecl with the error sþectra of the various techniques. Probably
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The gravþ perturbation at the:satellite height is:

ôgr: -a*f
I

and the power spectrum of the gradient ofg¡ is:

.  
l i : '  l  i

Figure 10. Comparison of the root *àun'.qrur" orbital perturbation due tô potential coéffi-
cients of degree /. 1 represents the spectrum of geoid undulations as measured
by an altimeter. 2-4 represent the spectra of the potential,diflerence between

: satellites at altinìdes of 250, 500, and 1000 km. ,5-7, iepresent the spectra of the
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the simplest approach is to assume that, for the techniques that directly, sample
the field, measurements averaged over a f-ew tens of seconds are uncorrelated. For
10 s, the distance covered by the satellite is only about 70 km and the error spectrum
can be expected to be white over the wavelengths considered here. Tracking satellites
at 1000 km altitude with Earth-based instrumentation accurate to 1 m permit observa-
tion of the high-frequency perturbations due to harmonics up to degree about 16.
The same perturbations can be,'observed if this satellite is tracked by Doppler from
a high sutellit" with aniâ""rrru"y of about 0'1mms-1, the advantage of ihe latter
system being that the tracking coverage will be more uniform and the perturbation
e ects of the individual coefficients are more readilviseparated. A satellite altimeter
with an accuracy of 1 m gives a small improvement in,'resolution, harmonics up to
degree 20 giving a signal that lies above the noise. The results,roughly sumrnarise
the presqn! situation with the GEOS 3 satellite. For a 50 cm altirneter system the
signal is above the noise up to degree about 30 and represents a significant improve-
ment, while for 10 cm.accuraclr, as proposed for the SEÁSAT satellite, the resolution
extends to degree 100. These resolutions will only be available for the oceans and
the observed ¡eòult will be the geometric form of the ocean surface, not the geoid.
O¡re goal, of þhysical oçeanography is to be able to distinguish betri'een these two
surfaces aqd this requires that the geopotential be measured by another technique.
If this technique is to be satellite-satellite tracking, a combination of high tracking
agcuqacy and low satellite altitude is'required to provide results that arê compatible
with the 10 cm altimeter. For example, measurements accurate to 3 x 10-a mm s-l
for a 280 km altitucle satellite or 0.01 mm s-1 for a 150 km satellite are required.
In both pases the low-flying satellite must be equipped with surface-force com-
pensation clevices. Low-flying gradiometers appear to be particularly sensitive to
the high degree coefficients in the geopotential, the power spectrum (5 .5) decreasing
less rapidly than that of the other system. At 150 km altitude a gradiometer accurate
to 0.02 EU woirld provide a resolution to degree 100. : ,: :

6. Geophysical discussion

6.1. Introduction

While celestial mechanicians seek more erudite theories of satellite motion and
geodesists use the motion to attain their geodetic goals of measuring the Earth,
geophysicists use the information gained frgm the forces acting on the satellite to
further their knowledge of the Earth's interior. Examples teaãily come to mind.
Anomalous, i.e., non-hydrostatic, gravity.implies lateral density variations within the
Earth. These can be discussed in relation to the stress state of the Earth and mantle
convectioir, and compared with tectonic, seismic, magnetic and surface heat flow
observations. Slow motions of the stations may be indicative of global surface de-
formations which in turn relate to plate tectonics and mantle processes. Tidal and
rotational deformations give constraints on elastic and anelastic properties of the
Earth. At present, satellite observations provide-or promise to provide-informa-
tion o¡¡ the Earth'q gravity field, on tides, on its roçatignal motion and on tectoniè
dipplacements., Each 9f these areas of geophysics is discussed in sôme detail and an
attempt is,madç to evaluate,the impact of the satellite,observations, on these sciences.

Important progress in geophysics made in the last decade has 'centred around
the plate tectonics hypothesis. Seismological and other geophysical evidence points to
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a layering in the upper mantle that, for present purposes, can be characterised by the
rheological properties. The first tayer, of about 70-100 km thickness, is referred to as
the lithosphere and includes the crust. It is considered to be relatively rigid, cool, and
responds mainly elastically to applied forces. The lithosphere overlies a high tempera-
ture, less viscous layer. This layer, the asthenosphere, cannot support shear stresses
for any length of time. The lower limit of this layer is not always defined in the same
way. We will take it to include the phase transition near 350-400 km depth that marks
a transition of iron magnesium silicates, olivine (about 80o/" Mg2SiO++20o/o Fe2SiOa),
to denser forms, spinel, that are stable at high pressure (Ringwood and Major 1970).
It extends down to a second major discontinuity near 650 km. The latter is apparently
due to the separation of spinel into its constituent oxides (Ming and Bassett 1975).
The lower mantle starts below this transition zone. Ringwood (1975) discusses in
detail the petrology of the mantle.

The Earth's seismicity is restricted mainly to certain zones corresponding to ocean
trenches, ocean ridges and mountain chains (figure 11). In particular, deep earth-
quakes-from depths greater than about 150 km-are rarely found outside the ocean
trench areas, the deepest earthquakes occurring near 600-700 km. This observation
suggests that the Earth may be subdivided into units which are relatively aseismic
and'which join up along the ocean ridges, the trenches, mountain chains and large
faults, defined by the seismicity distribution (Isacks et øl,7968). Magnetic anomalies
over the oceans indicate that the oceanic crust increases in age outwards from the
ocean ridges, and that sea-floor spreading occurs; basaltic mãterial rises up to the
surface along the ridges, coôls and movès outwards as neìtr material follows it (Vine
and Mathews 1963, Vine 1966). The ingredients of (i) upper mantle rheology,
(ii) seismicity distribution and (iii) the sea-floor spreading concept, form the basis
of the plate tectonics hypothesis (figure 12). The lithosphere is assumed to be de-
coupled from the asthenosphere; material moves up from the mantle along the
ocean ridges; the essentially rigid, aseismic, lithospheric plates are driven apart

, .  
Longi tude (deg l

Figure 11. f)istribution of epicentres of earthquakes 1961-1967 with depths from 0-700 km
(from Stacey 1977).
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and subducted into the mantle at the ocean trenches; return flow occurs at some

depth in the asthenosphere to close the cycle. This kinematic picture_ o! l-late
teËtonics is supported by a variety of geologicai and geophysical observations (LePichon

et aI L973\ biì us to what causes it, what mechanism drives the plates from the

ocean ridges to be eventually subducted back into the mantle, remains unclear.

Thermal ðonvection m-ust play a dominant role but details remain obscure. Satellite

geodesy: may make ."rr"rul' cåntribrrtions to understan-ding the processes- involved'

öbr"*ations of plate motions may give some insight into the nature of the motign

over short time intervals. The gravity field may provide constraints on the convective

processes and the tidal and roiational studies may give some constraints on globql

anelastic properties.

6.2. Earth's grøaity field

The determination of the Earth's gravity field from satellite observations has

been discussed in $4.1. Contributions from surface gravity observations have been

discussed in $4.3. tf the Earth is in hydrostatic equilibrium, its figure under self-

gravitation and uniform rotation is a spheroid whose form is- given by the solution

ãf Chiraut's equation (Jefi-reys 1962). The solùtion requires that the Earth's density

gradient be knówn but, under the not very stringent condition that the polar moment

ãf inertia Iss>0.32 Ma.z, it need not be known with great accuracy. For the-Ea_rth

laa-0.33 Mø"2. For the Moon /ss-0'39 Mø2 while for Mars las=0'37 Ma.z.

Thus the Moon is relatively homogeneous in density while the Martian d9n¡ity-

gradient lies between those of Earth and Moon. The gravitational potential of

ãhe equilibrium Earth model can be described by a spherical harmonic expansion

containing even zonal harmonics, with only the second degree term being important.

Figure 1ã illustrates the difierence between the observed gravity anomalies Àg

(equation (4.10)) and the hydrostatic field, based on the solution by Letch et al

itOZZ¡, gravity anomalies of the order of 40-80 mgal, with wavelengths greater than

about 1000 km occur everywhere on the Earth's surface.
To obtain some order of magnitude ideas of the size of the density anomalies

dp required to produce this anomalous field and of its conseqrrences, rüe lssumç
that th"y originate in a layer of thickness dr. The anôm4lous gprface, density layer ø
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Figure 13. the Goddard Space Flight

on a sphere of radius r is:
: , o:dpdr:(Þ¿*' cos m^+ Þrrn" sin mÀ)P¿rn(sin {) dr (6 :1 )

whose external potential is, if dr(øs:
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If,the density anomalies occur over several layers of radius r¡, thickness ri aîd, aîo-
malous density dpg¡:

Õm) 3 1 \a //,,\¿+z (Þan*'
t : _ _  >  l * l  d , r ¡ l

Sr*J pRZl+1 : t \RI 
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The power spectrum of surface density (6.1), analogous to (4.12), is:

Vf(") :  Lþr* ' r+Þr* '2)drz . Ì

and with (6.3) and (2.3):

v¿,(o) :(+)' g#to-" (f) "
Plausible sources of the density anomalies are numeious. We only consider'for the
momênt (i) the asthenosphere, (ii) the prir'-cipal phase transition zones and (iii) the
surface topography.

For thé firsicase r-6.2x 108 cm and dr-2x 10?'êm. Then:

î;)^, : +(2/ + 1) (f)' .'{?:

(6.+)

(6.s)

v¿z(p) = 3. 4x 10-? ?# (1.0s¡zz+a
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The total nus density anomalies in this layer would be of the order of lÐ¿V¿z(p)ftlz,
or about 0.005 g cm-3 for l:2-20. If such anomalies are a consequence of lateral
temperature variations-the thermal expansion coefficient of the upper mantle is
of the order of 3 x 10-5 oC-l-a modest RMs temperature fluctuation of some 50"C
is sufficient. If the density anomalies are a consequence of partial fusion, fluctuations
of some 2o/o in the degree of partial fusion are required.

In the second case r=6'0x 108cm and the density contrast across the transition
zone near 400km depth is dp-0'3gcm-3. A lateral variation in the temperature
at this transition zone results in a migration in the depth of the zone since the
pressure-temperature condition for the olivine to spinel transition is approximated
by:

P (kbar):øf ( 'C)+ó

where a-0.06ZkbarK-1. If this variable surface layer is the cause of the gravity
anomalies, the power spectrum follows from (6.5) as:

'
õR (21+T 
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For 2(l<20, the nus topography of this layer required to explain the observed
gravþ field is about 3 km. This implies lateral temperature fluctuations of the
order of 100'C. These two examples illustrate several points that emphasise the
difficulty in interpreting the gravity field. First, the,density anomalies required to
explain the gravity field are small and their consequences on seismic velocities are
often smaller than can be observed by present seismological techniques. The implied
temperature fluctuations are also small and unlikely to,resultrin recogr¡lsable heat
flow fluctuations at the Earth's surface. Second, a number of mechanisms causing
density anomalies need to be considered. If lateral temperature anomalies occur,
density fluctuations may result fromi thermal expansion, variable partial melting or
from a migration of the phase transition zones. The migration of thg boundary
wiih increasing temperature may be downward or upward depending'on whether
the phase transition is exothermic or endothermic. McQueen and Stacey (1976)
have suggested that irregularities in the two transition zonès near 400 and 650 km
contribute together to the observed gravity field. Temperature-dependent chemical
differentiation may also ôccur. Third, thè lateral variations of few other geophysical
quantities, reflecting mantle conditions,. a{e known with the same detail .as gravity.
Only the Earth's topography is known in more detail but, for the wavelengths with
which \ile are concerned here, the relation between giavity and topography is not
very important (Lambeck \976). This is unlike Mars where, therç is a close con-
nection between gravity and topography for the long-wavelength harmonics (Phillips
,and Saunders 1975, Lambeck 1978c). Sorne,,seismic observations indicate lateral
variations but until now the emphasis is on'estimating differences between, for
exarnple, average oceaR and continental rnantle,, rather than mapping the açtual
mantle structure. Heat flow measurements show significant va¡iations from ,ong
area to the next but this can be attributed largely to near-surface crustal variations.
There are, in consequence, fe,ry data against which the dengity.modelg, deduced from
the surface gravity data, can be directly tested.

The most obvious contribution to the Earthls gravity field is the topography.
If we expand the heights of the Earth's surface, measured relative to the geoid, in
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spherical harmonics as:

h : (fr1*' cos mÀ, + h.t*" ii,n mÀ) P¿,¡¿(sin f)

the potential outside the Earth due to this þer is given by (6:2) with drdp replaced
by hp" where pc is the average density of the crust. The non-dimensional power
spectrum of this potential is:

v ¿2(1,(t ¡) :(H)' 
ø#,) Kn,*')' * Çfr¿*"¡21. (6 :6)

For,the Earth, the actual topography is replaced by an equivalent topography in
which ocedns, large lakes and ice sheets are replaced by an equivalent rock layer
(Balmino ,et al 1976)- Comparing this computed spectrum with the observed
spectrum v P(NU) lequ",'.",ï:lì 

ffi ïiï;il
This is a consequence of the near-isostatic compensation of topography in which
elèvatèd arèas are compensated by relatively near-su¡face mass deficiencies and
vice versa.

Observations of this phenomenon go back to the geodetic observations of G
Everest in India. Mathematical formulations of the compensation were proposecl
almost simultaneously by Pratt in 1854 and Airy in 1855. In the latter model,
the crust is assumed to be of uniform density but of variable thickness and overlying
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FiEure 14. Observed porilel spectrum: of the ,'geopotential compared with that due to the
r ' . . . attraction: of the topoþraphy.:and:that due,to,topography and its compensation.
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a denser mantle. The thickness of the crust is a function of the elevation of the
topography such that at a constant depth, below the deepest part of the crust, the
pressure is everywhere constant. In the Pratt model, the crust is assumed to be
of constant thickness relative to the geoid but of variable density such that pressure
at the base of the layer is constant. A comparison of these models with observations
indicates that both mechanisms occur. For old stable continents and possibly
for ocean basins, the Pratt model prevails with the depth of compensation cor-
responding roughly to the base of the lithosphere, about 100-200 km deep under
the continents. fn tectonically active areas, such as' the European Alps, the Airy
model explains well the observations. Variants of both models have been proposed.
Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz (1958) discuss the isostatic theory and observations
in detail and, on a regional scale; isostasy appears to prevail (Woollard 1972). Devia'
tions from isostasy are described by an isostatic gravity anomaly' This is the free-air
gravity anomaly corrected for the attraction by the topography and the compensating
mass. Such deviations have, in the past, usually been attributed to the fact that
the Earth's crust can support some stresSes associated with uncompensated topo-

**H'" 
spherical Earth, the Airy model predicts a compensating layer of densil¿

pm- pc (p* i. the mantle density ?nd p" is the crustal density) with thickness .F/
relative to a mean thickness D given by:

H:  ;  
\ -  /A-D\¿  ' , '

L Z\ '#|  
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The power spectrum of the potential due to this layer and the topography is:

@,|ç"f''(?)'l'v*øt
For D-40 km, as suggested by many regional studies,, V¿2(L,Uy)(Vf(L,u), at
least for harmonics up to degree 30 (figure 14). This difference could mean one
of several things. First, the Airy model chosen could be inadequate. This does
not appear to be the case since a very similar result is obtained using a Pratt model
with compensation depth equal to 2D. For the long wavelengthsl under consideration
here, the mechanism by which rnass is distributed in the vertical column is relatively
unimportant. Second, the depth of compensation could be greater than the above
value. This appears unlikely from the regional studies of isostasy and in any case
the depth is untit<ely to be below the-base of the lithosphere. Much greater depths
are required in order that V*(L,Uî)-V¿Z( U). A third possibility is that the com-
pensation of the topography'is not complete. This can be investigated by computing
the stresses set up in the crust by the top.ography and its, partial compensation and
it is generally recognised that the values required are excessive. A fourth possibility
is that the mantle, bþlow the depth of compensation, is notiin hydrostatic equilibrium
as implied in the isþstatic models. This is the most satisfactory explanation. Tha¡
lateral density anorr,mlies must occur deep in the mantle in order to explain some
of the larger graviqi anomaliès was already'recogriised by Jeffreys (19+2) but until
the satellite results became available and accepted it was still widely believed that
any isostatic anomaliçs were likely to be small. .In view of the fact that V¿Z(LU1)Q
V¿z(LU) the,free.air gravity anomaly map (figwe,13) is,'almost. identical to the

vzz(^,u7):(H)'
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isostatic anomaly map and it reflects density anomalies below the crust that are not
directly related to the topography.

Wtrile the satellite ,"r.rIt. prävide important evidence that the Earth is not in
hydrostatic equilibrium, they do not indicate how these anomalies are supported
in the mantle. There are two conflicting arguments. One is that the mantle possesses
sufficient strength to be able to support indefinitely the density anomalies. This
is argued by Jefireys (1970) and'it implies that the gravity field, as observed today,
has remained constant since the formation of the planet. The more current, alterna-
tive, interpretation is that the density anomalies are associated with mantle con-
vection. In this casq the gravity field will have evolved with time. A way of deciding
between these two alternatives, independently of other geophysical evidence for
convection, is to compute the stresses required to support the density anomalies
and to decide whether these can be supported by Earth materials under pressures
and temperatures that are represéntative of the mantle. Early calculations were
performed by Jeffreys (19+2) and the most complete calculation is that by Kaula
(1963). In the latter study Kaula assumes that the planet is initially in hydrostatic
equilibrium and is then.loaded by topography and internal density anomalies dis-
tributed so that the model gravity ffeld equals the observed field. To obtain a unique
solution l(aula minimises the shear strain energy over the Earth. This condition
probably results in minimal estimates of the shear stresses in the mântle. For har-
monics complete to degree and order four, Kaula finds maximum shear stresses
of the order of 250 barwith a,major contribution, about 160 bar, coming from the
difierence between the observed and hydrostatic values of Czo.' Higher-degree
harmonics in the gravity field increase this value. From Jeffreys'.analyses and from
the nature of the geopotential, po\À/er spectrum, this increase follows the 'L//2 rule
and maximum shear stresses of up to 400 bar may be expected. Reliable estimates
of the yield point of the mantle at relevant pressures and temperatures are not available
but the general'consénsus seems to be that, below the lithosphere, creep will occur
at shear:stresses well below 100 bar (e.g. Weertman 1970). Other forces associated
with flow in,the mantle are therefore requirecl to explain the observed gravity field.
The non-hydrostatic gravity field also implies that there is free potential energy
storecl within,,the Earth.and, if motion is kinematically possible.and no further
çnergy is generated, elsewhere, there will be a rearrangernentr.of, mass towards dis-
tributions of lower €ri€rgf; The anomalous gravity field can therefore be expected
to bear some,relation to motions within the Earth and, in a very general way, should
reflect convective r processes.

If anylpart of the mantle can be described by a single equation of state; the equi'
librium condition, implies that equipotential surfaces are also surfaces of constant
density and ternperature ., Lateral density variations, whether by'thermal expansion,
partial fusion,,¡¡¡¡sralogical phase changes or chemical differentiation, can be attri=
buted as a consequènce of horizontal temperature gradients or to ,compositional
variationsrwithin the Earth. lThus the gravity may also be expected'to relate to
other geophysical observations that are perturbed by these temperature- and pressure-
dependent,pherrorne¡ra. Any relation,will not be simple and.will.not be without
ambigtrity, due'to the variety of iiter-related processes involved. Some of these
lvere seen in the discussion,of the contribution of the low,velocity layer and phase
transition zones to surface gravity. A, further example is provided by an ocean-
continent rnodel in which:the lithosphere is thicker under the latter. Free-air gravþ
over the;continentl will,,be þositive even if isostasy prevails:',If.,the base of the
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lithosphere can be assumed to be a geotherm, temperatures under the continent will
be lower than at the same depth under the oceans. This makes a further contribution
to the positive gravity over land. Should partial fusion occur, it will occur at shallower
depths under the oceans than under the continents, should it occur under the latter
at all. This adds a further positive graviry anomaly over the continent. Phase transi-
tion zones under the continent will migrate upwards in response to the lateral tem-
perature clifferences if they are exothermic and also add to the gravity anomaly.
The total anomalies rapidly become excessive, even if the lateral temperature dif-
ference is a modest 100'C and there must be other ways of reducing them. Lighter
mantlê materials under continents than under o"."ni, ur ptopo."ã by Ringwood
(1966) for other reasons, alleviate some of this difficuþ as would an endothermic
phase transition.

In most dynamic situations the problem is further complicated by the interaction
between the convective processes and the boundary layers. For example, if the
lithosphere were rigid, convection underneath it will result in negative anomalies
over the upwelling current. But if the boundary deforms, the gravity anomaly
will be a consequence of the mass deficit in the rising column and of the deformed
layer. The two contributions will be in opposftion and it is,not always evident /

which of the two dominates (see, for example, Kaula I9V2, McKenzie 1977). Thus
gravity anomalies over ocean ridges,,created by thermal expansion of the lithosphere,
will consist of a negative part due to the lower density of the material and a positive
part,due to the ridge topography being closer to the ocean surface. In,this,particular
case the latter dominates and gravity anomalies over the ridges tend to be marginally
positive (Lambeck 1972, Sclater et al1975).

Despite such complications there is evidence which: suggests that the gravity
anomalies relate to dynamic mantle processes. Active plate margins, ,in particular
the subduction zones,'tend to be associated with positive anomalies. Thus the
Pacific Ocean is surrounded by positive anomalies, extending from the. tip of South
America up to Alaska and down the western side to New Zealand (figure 1.3). Also,
the complex southern margin of the Eurasian plate tends to be associated with
positive anomalies as, do major parts of the ocean ridges, notably the North Atlantic
ridge, the East Pacific Rise and parts of the Indian Ocean ridge system. Negative
anomalies tend to occur within the interiors of the plates. Ocean basins, in particular,
are associated with negative anomalies. Kaula (1972) has interpreted the gravity
field in terms of flow in the asthenosphere and the response of the lithosphere to
this flow. While the validity of this conclusion is generally accepted a more quantita-
tive interpretation still does not exist. In particular, the convection problem does
not appear to be sufficiently well understood for the observed gravity field to provide
useful constraints on rconvection. models. But gravity anomalies may provide some
useful information on particular aspects of convection. Thermal models of ocean
ridges must give gravity anomalies that are in agreement with those observed. Sub-
duction zone models can also be controlled by gravity data, In particular, the models
must explain both the large negative but short.wavelength anomaly observed over
the trench and the positive and much longer wavelengh anomaþ seen in,the satellite
solutions (figures 9 and 13). Radar altimeter observations of the geoid are proving
to be particularly useful in providing' homogeneous and precise data over many
of the world:s trenches that previously had been investigated less systematically
with marine gravity observations. Elastic and viscous properties of the lithosphere,
particularþ, the ocean lithosphere loaded by volcanic islands,:can also, be profitabl¡r
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studied with the satellite altimeter, as can the changeover from continental to oceanic
lithosphere along some of the continental margins. In all cases rather detailed
problems are investigated but their solution will provide useful constraints on global
convection models. It is probably in this clirection that high resolution and precise
gravity observations, coupled with other geophysical observations, will contribute
most to a further understanding of the Earthfs interior. ì

Apart from the inherent ambiguity in potential inversion procedures, a further
reason for the inability to deduce mantle flow patterns from gravity is that few other
pertinent geophysical observations are available that permit a testing of the proposed
models. Surface heat flow¡ as indicated earlier, varies regionally but this ii due
mainly to changes in the radiogenic contents of crustal rocks. The crustal contribution
is removed, using ernpirically derived,relations, (see,'for example, Roy eá at t97Z),
and the so-reduced heat flow is considered to represent almeasure of the heat flowing
out of the upper mantle. The cor¡ections áre large:,on average the continental crusi
may contribute sorhe 50o/o to the observed flow. It is this heat flow that can be
used as a constraint in thermotectonic models and be expected to .correlate with
gravity. Unfortunately the crustal corrections are generally inadequately known
and ,the reduced heat flow is unreliable. Recent global compilations of reduced
heat flow show considerable similarity with the'd.istribution of oceans and continents
and, within the continents, with the distribution ,of tectonically active,,areas and
old shields (chapman and Pollack 1975, Pollack and chapman rgvT). whether
this correlation is due to actual flow from the mantle or to inadequate coTrections
that are dependent,on the ocean-continent distribution remains uncertain,

Several seismic observations indicate lateral variations that can be expected
to correlate with the gravity anomalies., Average veloôity-depth curves havê been
established for both compressional and shear ' waves., Thus, in a given area, the
expected times of firstiarrival of seismic lvaves generated by an earthqùake can be
computed and compared with the observed times. Differences, Al; between predicted
and observed travel times will be due to uncertainties in the time and location of
the earthquake,,and due to departures of the actual velocities from average values
used in the model. Equations of state relating seismic velocities to density aie poorly
known for the mantle but empirical evidence suggests a linear relation betweèn thã
seismic velocity of compressional waves and dênsity of the form:

where a - 3 km *-1 g-1 cm8. If, correct, we would expect to see a.correlation between
early arrivals and positive gravity. Such correlation is'seen in a number of parts
of the world such as North Arnerica and,{ustralia.

Studies of'surface waves also indicate that there are important láteral upper mantle,
variations (e.g. Knopofr 1972, Leeds et al.1974) but no attempts ,appear to have been
made to relate these to gravity observations.

6.3. Tectonic motions

6.3.1. Rates of motions.,Our present notions about the plate tectonic,motions come
from: (i) the matching of geological features across faults, (ii) the paleomagnetic
record, (iii) ,analysis of fault plane solutions of seismic events along the plate bound-
aries, and (iv) geodetic measuiernents along the boundaries; ,The eitetrt of ,the
mismatch of geological features gives, a gross estimate of, cumulative movements

38
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over about 107 yr or more but the results are qualitative and subject to distortion by
erosion and other processes along the plate boundaries. The recent paleomagnetic
data indicate average motions over time intervals of the order of 106 yr. The first
attempts at establishing the global pattern of plate tectonics from the magnetic
evidence were by Morgan (1968) and LePichon (1968). A more recent reconstruction
has been made by Minster et al (1974). Beyond about 10-15 million years ago the
resolution of the data becomes less reliable. The success of the plate tectonics model
in predicting motions suggests that, when viewed over such long integrating times,
the plates can be considered as rigid entities and that the plate deformation is re=
stricted to their margins. Seismic observations of plate motions consist of summing
the seismic moments of earthquakes along the plate boundaries (Brune 1968). When
integrated over a sufficiently long period-about 100 yr-these motions are often
in agreement with those deduced from the paleomagnetic evidence'but averaged
over much longer intervals. Discrepancies between seismic slip and plate motions
do occur, however, in many parts of the world. 

'Between 
India and Eurasia the

disparity' between the two estimates of plate motion is by a factor of about 3 (Chen
and Molnar L977). Near Japan it is by a factor of about 5. Along the Marianas
Trench the pl4te motions are estimated as nearly 10 cm yr-r but no large seismic
deformatiqns appear to have occurred at all during the last few centuries (Kanamori
t9:77). This suggests that aseismic deformation occurs that is not associated with
large energy release at the frequencies to which seismometers are normally sensitive.
Seismometers sensitive to much lower frequency or zero frequency displacements
are required. This becomes the domain of geodesy: geodesy becomes low-frequency
seismology.

Long intervals of geodetic observations along a few active plate margins exist.
The best example is along the San Andreas and associated faults in California.
The observations consist of repeated surveys of triangulation networks over the
years following the great San Francisco earthquake of 1906. In the last decade
these surveys have been complemented by geodimeter traverses (Whitten 1970).
These measurements indicate that in some segments the motion along the fault is
relatively continuous while in others the fault surface appears to be locked and
strain is accumulating to be released at some time in the future by rupture along
the fault. On the strength of these measurements, the average motion bet\ryeen
the Pacific and North American plate is estimated to be of the order of 3 cm yr-I
(Savage and Burford 1973). Geodetic triangulation measurements taken over some
50 yr and some 10 yr of geodimeter measurements indicate very comparable results
and compare with 5.5 cm yr-1 predicted by plate tectonic models (Minster et al
t974\. The discrepancy may be due to slower average plate motions during the
pâst half-century than during the past several million years or it may be due to the
fact that motion between the two plates is accommodated over a much wider area
than just the San Andreas and related faults. Geodetic measurements in the Pamirs
to the north of the Indian-Eurasian plate boundary are also indicative of motion
being absorbed over large distances (Pevnev et øl 1975). In the global plate tectonic
models the boundaries are assumed to be simple linear features, but when inspected
more closely they are quite complex. The African plate, for example, is believed
to be moving north\ryards into Eurasia at a rate of one or two cm yr-1. At the Medi-
terranean enã of the junction oceanic crust still lies between the two plates but at
the Arabian end the collision is between two thick continental crusts. The consequence
of this ir that the movement between the two plates is absorbed by east-west motion
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of small plates wedged between the eastern parts of the two super-plates, small
plates moving at rates of as much as 10 cm yr-r. LePichon et al (1973) give several
other examples where the plate margins are complicated by the presence of small
plates moving in directions quite different from the global motions.

All the above-mentioned observations measure only the relative motions between
the adjacent plates. An indication of absolute motions would be of considerable
interest in understanding the mechanisms driving the plates. The determination
of absolute motions begs the question--,-absolute with respect to what framework?
Many geophysicists have preferred mantle convection models that restrict flow
to the asthenosphere, although one suspects that this is for mathematical or con-
ceptual limitations only. In this case 'absolute' motion is considered to be the motion
of the lithosphere relative to the deep rnantle. One then searches for markers on
the surface that remain fixed relative to the lower mantle and with respect to which
the surface motions can be measured. A favourite set of markers are the volcanic
island chains such as the Hawaiian and Emperor chains in the Pacific. These vol-
canoes are thought to be surface reflections of so-called 'hot spots' or 'mantle plumes'
in which deep mantle materials are brought through the asthenosphere to the surface
(Morgan 1971). Then¡,as the plates move over these hot spots, sequences of volcanoes
of increasing age are left behind on the plate. Comparisons of these tracks with
relative plate motions-based on the magnetic observations-provide an idea of
the stability of these points and a measure of absolute motion (Minster et al t974).
Some independent geodetic observations of the absolute motions is clearþ desirable
to try and test these ideas. Also, a technique is required that provides a precise
determination of relative motions of points away from the plate boundary to supple-
ment near-fault geodimeter observations.

Together these geodetic,measurements will aid in determining to what extent
the plates deform internally. Is there evidence for stress propagâting slowly across
the plates or along the boundaries so that seismic activity in different parts of the
world may be related, as suggested by Chinnery and Landers (1975)? The geodetic
measurements, together with seismic moment estimates of plate motion, will indicate
the extent and nature of aseismic slip and lead to a greater understanding of the
earthquake source mechanism. Finally, a detailed picture of the way plates move
may contribute to the understanding of the mechanisms driving the plates. Satellite
and other space techniques will offer a number of possibilities to measure these
motions.

6.3.2., Søtellite methods for measuring þlate motions. The geometric method of
satellite geodesy, outlined in $4.2, offers a simple way of measuring relative positions
of poinls separated by distances greater than a few hundred kilometres. The attainable
precision of these relative positions is comparable to the precision of the measurements
themselves, or a few centimetres in the,case of laser range observations. This places
the goal of measuring,instantaneous plate motions within the realm,of reality once
a sufficient number of precise laser tracking systems becomes operational. The
method, being based on simultaneous observations of the satellite, does require a
high concentration of, tracking stations in any one area under investigation, since
one will want to be sure that any internal deformations of any plate are also measured
and not confused with relative motions between the plates. This requirement will
be in conflict with many other objectives of satellite geodesy which require'a.more
uniform and global distribution of tracking stations. An interesting variant of the
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geometric solution has recently been proposed in connection with the Space Shuttle
in which thç laser is mounted on the spacecraft and ranges to a series of reflectors on
the ground in quich succession.

Lunar laser range observations from stations on different plates, such as the
McDonald Observatory on, the American plate, the Hawaii Observatory on the
Facific plate and the Orroral station on the Australian plate, will also permit a deter-
mination of relative motions once all stations rèach the centimeire measuring accuracy.
With just a few statiors; oriê on each plate, it will not be possible to separate drift
of the plate as a whole from local or regional deformations and it will be necessary
to, introduce mobile stations that observe either satellites or the Moon in conjunction
with the principal stations. Long-baseline interferometry is also a potentially powerful
method for,measuring plate motions as shown by the very good precision obtained
in the measuremeits across the United States (Coates et øl 1975). Current plans
are to attempt to measure the motion of one of the Hawaiian islands relative to
three stations on the North American plate. As the expected relative motion' is
of the order of 8 cm yr-1 (Minster et al 1974) this experiment ,should provide a
goocltestofthelong-baselineinterferometrymethod.

An alternative approach is to use dynamical methods in which the reference
frame is provided by the orbit itself. , The,,success of this approach requires that
we can model all forces that displace the satellite by more than a few centimetres,
a demanding task that is still to be achieved even for the stable orbit of the LAGEOS
satellite. In reality, the influence of many orbital perturbations on the station position
determination will be quasi-random and much reduced if observations are made
over long time intervals. .It is this characteristic that in the past has permitted station
positions to be computed with accuracies that'are,comparable to the tracking system:
accuracies, even though the orbital theories may not always have been of an equal
precision. With a network of permanent tracking stations the orbit of the stable
satellite will be maintained with high accuracy. Observations from mobile stations
then permit the positions of other points to be,determined relative to the permanent
tracking ,stations. This raises the question of: whether,'absolute plate motions can
be measured in this way. The station positions are determined relative to the orbits
which, if all forces are known, can be related to an inertial reference frame. Thus
one has to model all perturbations, including the long-period ones, with high accuracy.
More troublesome is the fact that the station I motion, apart from plate tectonic
motions, needs to be known relative to this inertial frame. Thus, if there is an] un.
certainty in the secular or long-period variations in the rotation of the Earth this
could manifest itself as an easterly or westerþ drift of all stations which would have
nothing to do with plate tectonics. , Likewise polar wander cannot be separated
from plate motions andthe dynarnic method also,gives relative motions only.
, Anderle (1975) ,has analysed some 10,yr of Doppler observations from the
TRANET navigation network in an attempt to determine whether or not some
stations,have 'undergone noticeable displacements. In most cases the computed
station positions indicate oscillatory and abrupt motions, most probably a conse-
quence of residual orbital perturbations, of revisions of the gravity field and station
coordinate solutions and of modifications in orbital theories, rather than of tectonic
upheavals.

6.3.3. Veïtical motions. In the plate tectonic hypothesis only little attention is given
to the vertical motions, occurring over the Earth's surf,ace. This, is in contrast,with
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older geophysical ideas that vertical motions have been dominant throughout the
entire geological history of the Earth and that other motions are only of s.econdary
importance. It is perhaps this neglect of the vertical motions in the plate tectonic
model that is the cause of opposition to it (for example; Beloussov 1972). Recent
attempts at cliscussing the vertical motions within ¡þs plate tectonic framework
are macle by Menard (1973), Vertical'inotions of the Earth's crust have a variety
of origins, and'occur worldwide. Continental interiors have been subject to slow
motions due to the redistribution of surface loads associated with erosive processes
and, in some cases, to more rapid motions associated with the deposition and removal
of extensive ice sheets. The latter type of movement in North America is at present
about 5 mm yr 1. Vertical motions along plate margins comprising ocean ridges
and subduction zones have already been mentioned. Along the llimalayas, vertical
motions of some 0'5 mm yr-l occur as. the trndian plate is pushed into the. Eutasian
plate. Similar rates of uplift are observed in the European Alps (see, for exarnple,
Schaer et al \975).,Ocean basins are subject to vertical motions due to the continual
cooling of the lithosphere and the loading by sediments. Observations of vertical
motion give information on, the elastic and anelastic properties of the crust and
mantle and possibly of the variations, of these parameters with age or other geo-
logical factors. These motions; together with horizontàl motions, give aclditional
insight into the nature of the mech¿nism driving the plate. Evidence for the move:
ments lie mainly in the geological records: in the dates and positions,ofiraised or
sunken beaches, or in the thickness of sediment layers.

Conventional geodetic measurements give heights relative to sea level and any
variation in the heights may be due to a change in the distance of the surface from
the Earth's centre of mass, a change.in sea level; or both; As uplift,occurs; gravity on
the.surface can be expected to vary as well but at a rate'that will depend on the
mechanism of uplift. If uplift is due to a density change the:gravity variation is a
consequence of (i) a change in distance of the surface'from the centre of rhass, and
(ii) a redistribution of mass. Clearly, in these cases a combination of gravity and
geodetic levelling measurements are desirable'(see Whitcomb (1976) for a review
of vertical motion measurements in relation to seismically active areas).

Satellite methods as outlined above provide information on changes in height
and horizontal position simultaneously. Geometric satellite geodesy measurements
can give relative height changes only. Dynamic methods can give a, measure of the
motion relative to the centre of mass of the satellite. But as the uplift rates are usually
an order of magnitude smaller than horizontal motions it is unlikely _that space
techniques will give new results in the immediate future. Pròspects for monitoring
horizontal displacements are certainly more promising.

There are, however, some problems where space techniques may be very helpful.
A case in question is the Palmdale bulge, an aÍea of aseismic uplight observed along
the San Andreas Fault in Southern California, nbrth,of LosiAngeles. A maximum
vertical motion of 25 cm has been recorded in the interval 1959-197+, with an area
of about 200 km by lOO km experiencing lesser uplift (Castle et øl \976). This
uplift has apparently not been uniform, much of it having occurred within a few
years from 1961-1965. Renewed vertical uplift activity occurred in the area in
the early 1970s. Earlier, but less reliable, observations going back to the end of
thè nineteenth century suggest that several periods of uplift, followed by a collapse
of the bulge, may have occurred: Prescott and Savage (1976) discuss the.lateral
motions in the, region., The present centre of activity is near the junction of the
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San Andreas Fault with several other faults and at a point where the förmer has a
major east-west deflection. This deflection may present a major obstacle to the
movement of the Pacific plate past North America.' The uplift of the Falmdale
bulge is therefore assumed to be a consequence of strain accumulation along this
part of the fault. A continued monitoringof the uplifted area is of importañce in
assessing the future development of the bulge, whether it will continue to'grow or
whether maximum uplift has been achieved to be followed by collapse. Periodic
geodetic levelling, the technique used until now, is one way of monitoring the motion
but, in view of the rapid changes that appear to occur, it may not be the most con-
venient for detailed studies. The continual monitoring of gravity will also be useful
although the interpretation of such measurements in terms of uplift is ambiguous.
Differential long-baseline interferometry may be one of the best ways of monitoring
the uplift in a continuous manner. With one station away from the uplift area and
a second within it, precise height-difference measurements can be made if the two
stations are not separated by a large distance so that 'many observational errors,
such as ionospheric refraction, are common to' the two ends of the baseline. ,The
short baseline also permits the two antennae to be linked electrically and the two
sets of signals can be compared directly without requiring independent frequency
controls. An experiment along these lines is being carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratories of the California Institute of Technology using the Goldstone Deep
Space antênnae and a mobile antenna in the Falmdale area.

6.4. Tid¿s

The Earth's tides show themselves in numerous \ryays, as variations in sea level,
in fluctuations in gravity in the Earth's sùrface, as irregularities in the Earth's rotation
or as perturbations in the motion of close Earth satellites. Table 4 summarises
some orders of magnitude of these effects. The tidal deformations must be known

Table 4. Order of magnitudes of tidal perturbations in surface deformation rotation and
satellite orbits.

Phenomena Amplitude Period

Radial suface deformation
Gravity changes

Change in length of day

Perturbations in satellite orbits

30-40 cm 12h,2+h
<O'1mgal 12-24h
f0 .3  ms 14  d
\o.z mr 28 d

0.3-34 10-300 d

for a number of satellite studies, for example to ,reduce the altimeter observations
to mean geoid heights, to analyse orbit perturbations for the gravity field, or to
study meteorological or oceanographic forces that modify the Earth's rotation. In
addition, the tidal phenomena are of some interest in their,own right. The discussio¡r
on tides is conveniently separated into solid Earth, oceanic and atmospheric tides.

6.4.1. Earth tides. The Earth, not being perfectl5r rigid, deforms under the solar
and lunar gravitational attractions. Thls results- in periodic changes in gravity,
in the s,tress state and in the form of the planet's surface. These defórmations are
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conveniently defined with the aid of the Love numbers introduced by A B H Love
in 1909.

The potential U of. the gravitational attraction at r due to a mass m* at i* is give"n
by (2.12). This potential can be expanded into a series of Legendre polynomials
Pzo(cos S) as:

(6 .7\

tr:2

where ,S is the' geocentric angle between r and r*. It is given by:

cos S:f t* l rr*

: sin d sin {* + cos { cos {* cos (À- À*). (6 .8)

The r*, é*, À* and r, f, À are the spherical coordinates of the m4ss ra* at r* and
of the position r at which [/is evaluated' with (6'8) and the addition theorem of
sphericãl harmonics (see, for example, Jeffreys and Jeffreys 7962 p646), the poly-
nomials can be expressed by:

Pjs (cos Ð: > 
(2- õon)ffiP¿p (sin ö)Pm(sin {*) cos m(À- À*)

NL

and

u?):gg- (;)') (2-õo*)ffiP¿,p(sinó) Pm(sin {*) cos m(À-À*)'

The motion of the attrlictingmass (Moon or Sun) is more conveniently expressed
by orbital elements rather than by the r*, Ó*, À* and the time derivatives l*, d*, À*.
A convenient choice, useful for the subsequent discussion of the tidal evolution
of the lunar orbit, consists of the instantaneous Keplerian elements r¿ of the Moon
(or Sun). The appropriate' transformation from spherical coordinates to these
elements is the same as discussed in $2. The result is:

(å)"' P¿¡.x(stn., 
[.," ;i:]

/ 1 \¿+1 + -- .- . + ^ , *,f"o' o¿nx'pf *i sin a¿*po*lr-rn even
:\æ) 

Z''*ng\ ) 
Gna('*)[ri' 

,¿*ef -i 
"o" 

o,*,ofJ,-modd
p : o  q : - @

with a¿6oo*:Q-Zp)a*+(l-2p+q)M*+m(Q* 0). As the eccentri"i i.. 
"rf"lì

the lunar-and Earih orbits are small, the summation over the index g needs to

be carried out only over a small number of terms, i.e. q':9, t 1, +2. Also, because

rhe factor (Rlax¡i-(t¡60¡z ;* small for the Moon and very much smaller for the

Sun, only termslwith /:2 will be important. With the transformation (6.9) the
potential U(r) becomes:

u Ø :# (h)' r, - aoù ffit P27¡x (sinÐ > Fz*e(i*)
p

5---{ fg93l 2-?'? even

àG"oþ\L.,"lr-. ouu 
(oz*øo* -?n^)' (6'10)

u?):eKå (;) '"0(coss)
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In a ;first approximation, the only time-dependent variable is the Earth's, rotation 0
and the potential will exhibit three main periodicities: long periods when m:0,
nearly diurnal periods,when ,m=1, and nearly serni-diurnal periods when rn:Z,.
In a second approximation, the mean anomalies of the Mcion or, Sun àlso varv with
time and additional periods occur in the poteniial for difierent values of the indices
2 and q. These group about the three fundamental periods. Further periods result
due to the small variaiions in <¿* and O* with time duã to the attraction ãf the Earth's
oblateness and of the Sun on the Moon. The total spectrum of the potential is
rich indeed, particularly when the total tide-raising potential, that due to the Sun and
Moon, is considered. The principal terms in the ticlal potential are the semi-diurnal
tides with lmpq:2200; the lunar tide is usually referred io as M2 following the
notation introduced by G H Darwin, and the solar tide as 52. The main diurnal
tides are \t.(tmÞl:_Zll0), of combined lunar and solar origin, 01 (lnpq:21,00)
of lunar origin and P1(Impq=2100) of solar origin.' :

Thet ide-gene*i"*potent ial(6,7).cunbeexpressed1': .

U{r) :  rrS¿(þ, À) ¡  L,  :
where ̂ S¿(d, l) is a surface harmonic. At r : R this potential is:

The response of the Ea{th to this,applied potential is açsumêd to be linear and ob-
servations verify that this is so. The deformations and additional potential LU¿(R)
are also harmonic in degree /. Thus:

u{R):(4)',u,u,

LU ilR\ : k¿Ut(R) : å¿f I l' u,( n\.' \ r  
I

Continuing this potential outwards, uçing Dirichlet's theorem,'gives:

^uúr):ht(4) '* '  u,{r) .

The radial d.¡ andtangential dl deformat;;, ur. defined as:

d,,,(R):? u¡g)ø:! (I)' ,1,r,,
¿r,,(R):!vu¿(R)e¡

( 6 . 1 1 )

(6.t2)

where e¡ and e¡ are unit vectors in the radial and tangential directions., The h¿, k¿, l¿,
are the,Love numbers of degree / defining the change in potential,and the,deformations
at r  :R.

Parameters similar to these Love numbers can be introduced to define the Earth's
deformation when subject to a surface load. Consider a surface layer, harrnonic
in degree s. The gravitational potential of this load at the surface is ur(,R). After
deformation the additional potential is defined as år'U"(R) and the totaÌ potential'
is (l+år')ur. Ar'is called the load Love numbers. Analogous load Love ãumbers
hr', lr' can be introduced to describe the deformation of the surface by this load.
Deformations associated with tangential stresses applied to the Earth's surface can
also be defined with the aid of additional Love numbers. Theoretical values for
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Table 5. Some Love numbers and load deformation numbers of ,degree a. :

hnlnhn

Love nurnbers
. , , . , . .

Load deformation numbers

0 ' 6 1  0 , 0 8 3  
' 0 . 3 0

0.29  0 '015 0 '094
- 1 . 0 .  ,  0 . 0 3 0  - 0 . 3 1
r 1 . 5  '  0 . 0 7 4  - 0 . 2 0

n : 2
n : ,3

n : 2
n = 3

these Love numbers can be computed from the seismic models of the Earth's interior
(Longman 1966, Farrell1972). Table 5 summarises some results.

Substituting (6.9) into (6.10) gives the tidal potential of the Earth as (Kaula
Le64):

L,u¿(r) :q#> (+)'.' (*\' u,rt - aoò # p¿* (sin s)c t :  . e  \ t  /  \ r  /  \ t + rn ) l  
'

L _

\- _ \- fcosfl'-m even

" àFmoQ*) -Z^G¿eqk\ Lr,nl,-- ouu 
('ouooø* -rn^)' (6' 13)

p : 0  q : -  @

This expresgion assumes an ingtanJaneous. or elaptic response. The consequence
of anelasticity is to delay,the fesponse of the Earth by an amount;A¿,, The maximum
deformation is reached at a.timer A,t after th-e Moo¡r or Sun haq pas.sgd,through the
obsçrve!'s meridian., Du¡lng this,interva! the,Earth has rotated tli¡ough aa,angle
dA¿ while the Moon'ha* *o.rËd thr gugh n,Lt, nbçing tþe rnean,lunar motün, Vjeuäd
from space (figure 15), the tidal bulge is ahead of the Moon by approximately
(0-n)Lt-gA¿ since n<0. To introduce this,delay it is only tt."é.suiy to modify
the argument vlntpq! to zt¿. ,pqx + e¡*ro,w,hore:

e¿ m p g! ? (l = 2 p) tt* +,(I - 2 p + .q) I;I x -¡ 14( O*, - 0) At-
- ( l -2þ+ùn*-mïL t .  i

Figuie 15. The Sarth's tidal bulge. The upper figure is for ai¡ eláètic response and the
lower figurè corresponds to a delayed response.

(6.r+)
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For a lagged response At is negative. ermpqt may be positive or negative depending
on the sign of (l -Zp+q)n* -m0.

Observational evidence for the low-degree Love numbers comes from rneasure-
ments of the Earth's response to external potentials. The total perturbing potential
due to the Moon's attraction and subsequent terrestrial deformation is:

(J¿'(r):ll + k¿(R|r)zr+Ll( r).

Gravity at the surface of the Earth changes by:

^  7Ut ,  Ao
s:  - l  * "ñd" '

where the first term is the contribution from the perturbing potential and the second
term results from the change in distance between the surface and the centre of'mass
of the Earth. With the above expressions for Ui(r) and d¡,¿, atr:R, and for the
principal term l:2:

: ,  ' '  
. 2 h r + h r \ [ J r ( r \ . 'Asr: "¡{t-Êkz*hz)Uz(ù.'

Gravity at the Earth's surface varies periodically with the same spectrum as U2(r)
and with amplitudes'that are prôportional to the linear relation (1+hz-Êkù. Typic-
ally, thesè changesr in giavitl¡ are smaller than 0.1 mgal. If the observed gravity
lags the theoreticâl'gravity by an'angle l¿*,pq,:due to anelasticity, then the delay
between the tide-iaising potential and the response follows as: :

I

ezmpq:=#;f6 Lzrnø(t'

Sirnilarly, the directionl of the vertical relative to the Earth's surface changes
according to:

l * kz -hz  7Uz
- _ n

rrg 09
in the meridian, and by:

t "  l * k z - h z ' 7 U z  '

along small circles of latitude. These deflections can be measured by sensitive
horizontal pendulums. Any delay lzmpqin the pendulurn.respoirse, due to anelasticity,
relates to l21npq according to:

l + h z - h z  nezmpq: 
kZ_hZ 

t Zrnvq.

Observations of the tidal deflections of the vertical relative to the Earth's rotation
axis and of elastic strains provide further relations between h2, k2 and 12. The subject
of Earth tides has' been recently reviewed ,by Slichter (1972), lobert (1973) and
Melchior (197+). Baker and Lennon (1976), Ostrovsky (1976), Melchior et al (1976)
and Pertsev (1977) present results for the faitors l*hz-Êkz and 1+kz-h2 fuom
tide observations in Europe and Asia. These factors, and the corresponding lags,
show considerable dispersion that is mainly a consequence of the interference of
the ocean tide with the bodv tide. Even observation.s in the middle of continents
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appear to be perturbed by the ocean tide'(Pertsev 1969, Kuo ¿l al1970). Observations
of the solid Barth phase lags are generally unsatisfactory due to instrumerltal prob-
lems and the ocean loading contributions. Tide observations in the interior of the
USSR indicate a lag of about 0.5o,'part of which can be attributed to ocean loading
even though the ,stations lie far frour- the coast. The tide lags for western Europe
can also be attributed to tidal loading and the corrected lags are small (Melchior
et al 1976, Pertsev 1977). Other observationó,by Lambert (1970), Kuo et al (1970)
and Baker and Lennon (1976) confirm that the solid Earth lag is a small fraction
of a degree.

, The angle erm,pq reptesents the lag between stress. and strain and as such is a
measure of the internal friction ("t g) 'of the Earth. That is:

1  t L E
, taî el,rrpq= 

O:TnE
i ' , : ' '

where AE is the energy lost during one cycle of the applied force and E is the peak
elastic energy stored in the cycle. For' e=0'2o; p-300.'This is the Q of a shear
wave of degree'2. At the higher Seismic frequencies the,spheroidal free oscillations
ofdegree2suggest.similarvalues.ofp(AndersonandHart1978).

6.4.2. Ocean tides. The subject of ocean tides has been reviewed recently by Cart-
wright (1977) and we consider only certain aspects of it here. The total ocean tide
contains a large number of frequencies corresponding to the combination of indices

!îttþq. Anyprte çuçh component is denoted by the subscript p. For each component
the tide is given'at any position on the Earth by'an amplitude fB'(d, À) and a phase

xp(ö| À), both of which vary over the Earth's surface. Thus: '

tp(ö, )t, T): Êp"(ó, \) coslLtrf pT -xe(Ó, À)1. (6. 1s)

The phase xp is expressed with respect to the Greenwich meridian. T is with respect
to'0.00 h 1 January 1900 in this definition.

In the discussion of tidal influences on satellite orbits or the Earth's rotation,
we are concerned only with the very-long-wavelength components in the tide.
This suggests that a spherical harmonic expansion of the ocean tide is appropriate.
That is, €p" cos yo and {0" sin xp are expanded as foltows¡

tpo cos ro: F- ,L @t,ri cos rÀ*åp,s¿' sin úÀ)Ps¿ (sin {)

On the continents ÉÊo:0. Substituting these into (6.15) (Lambeck 1977):

¿ - \ -Ëþ: L |  ÐDl, , ' r"  
cos(hfpT-tÀ- ep,sr+)Psr(sin{¡  (6.16)

with 
D¡,st+cos €/,sr*:  ! (ap,t t ' !bp,st")

D p,str  s in ep,sr*:  å(op, : ,  
+ b p,st ' ) .

The summation of the form E;A+ cos (cr*Ê-.*) implies D+ cos (o+p-è+)+
D-,cos (cY-É-.-) .  .

Épo sin xe: Ë, ,þo{oo,ri 
cos úÀ+åp,s¿' sin lÀ) Ps¿ (sin {).
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Knowledge of the worldfs ocean tides is rather sparse. , Long records of tides
exist, álcing many parts of the shoreline and are extremely valuable for predicting
the tides locally butlthese tides,are most often.influenced by the:coastline gêometry
and by the shallow coastal seaifloor where,frictional forces significantþ rnodify the
tides from.their ,open ,sea behaviour, The best,observations on the,openrocean
tides cornelfiom island stations' ,and show'.that,the ocean tide does'not in general
eÍceed',mbre than a 'metre.,:,The lirnited:availability,óf unperturbed tidal stations
means,that the global tidal patterns carinot:be,established with reliability from
measurements alone and one has to resort to theory for estimating the global tides.
The development of bottom pressure gauges'for,rneasuring the tideslin the, open
sea has led to important improvements in the knowledge of regional:ocean tides,
as demonstrated by Munk et aI (L970) and Filloux (1971) for tides off the Californian
coast, by Luther and Wunsch (1975) for the Central Pacific, and D E Cartwright
and colleagues for the North Atlantic. But the information is still too sparse to
be useful tor,global models, Thus: the precliction of , open ocean tides is largely based
on thçory.,Numerous global ,M2 tide models have,:,been published,in recent years
from which ther coefficients Dyr,s¿+' ,r€Mz,sü*,can be estirnated. Th_e ,r,equl¡s have
been discussed by Larnbeck, (1977), , Once,known,,the, potgntialrputside the Earth
due to the ocean tide follows as:

tu s(r):4rGRpwt t t þg l4)*'P \ '  ' + + + 2 { + i \ r l
xDp,strcns(ùrf  pT ¡tÀ,-  ep,st+) P"¿ (sin{)  (6.17)

where p'o is the density of water. The factor (1+Au') allows for the Earth's elastic
y i 9 l d i p u n d e r a v a r i 1 Þ l e l o a d . . : . , . ' , , , : . ì . . ] ,

6.4;1,,5,øtellite obseraøtior,1,s. .of tidß þayamçter¡. The, tid4l potentia-ls perturb the
motion of close Earth satellites, perturbations that are of intcrèst in that they permit
sqmg 9f the tidal parameters to be estimáted from precise analyses of orbits and
because tidal effects on the lunar motion represent a special case. Also these tidal
effccts shguld be known in,the evaluation åf 

"ny.othË¡ 
orbital perturbations. To

stucly these perturbations the coordinages,r,6, Àtin'the potentiaË (6.13)'o,r (6.I7,)
are transformed into the Keplerian elements rci of the satellite, using the transforma-
tion (6.9). The potenti4t now becomes:

@

I LUtmpqis
: 0 = - @

(6. 18(ø))

L,(r ¡ 7¡¿,p q¡ s : k, (å)' (:)' 9# f, - 6 o*) ffi. 
F ¿ pee \ F ¿*¡ (r )

, ;  : ,  :  ,  xG¿eq(e*)Gusþ)cos(o¡ppf-ulmis*e¿mps) (6.18(å))

where the lag e¿*,pq is defined by (6.1a).
The orbital acceleration, ure foirrd Éy substituting L(J¿ppo¡o into the Lagrange

equations (2.6). For the inclination of the satellite orbit, for example:

Ø ¿ I Ø l

a t / ( r ) : l  I  I  I  I
! : 2 , * = g  p . = 0  ø : - æ  j _ q

x F ¿ 1¡ (I ) F ¿ n¿ o(I 
*) G ¡ 7¡7,p(e) G W qþ* ) sin (o ¿ n¿ p q* - a r m¡ s *" e ¿ m; p q),
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The integration of this, and ,similar, expressions for the other; elements, is carried
out either numerically or analytically by, assur'ning that the only time-varying elements
are (i) the mean motions of the satellite,and the tide¡raiçing body, and (ii),the linear:
rates in O, ó, l)*, ar* due principally to interactions of thç motions with the Earthis
flattening, and the' solar attraction (see, for example, Kaula: 1966, Gaposchkin tr973).
For.example,,the results for the variation in semi=major axis and inclination are:.

A,r,*, o= fl #ffi 
Az*eqt s cos y tmpqii s

(6 :19)

L'irrnpQ: fcos .I (/ -2j)-*] ,
ffi- Íttrmpqjs cos ytm,pqJs

'unxpq" - vl,nxJg

with

AtmpqJc: kt

and

nø?(1- ez)r lz sin I
t i  l

Tl,mPqlg: 7)¡7¡¿Pq* - 'tr*l¡.

These and corresponding perturbations in the other elements of the satellite orbit
have periods longer than one day only for those terms for which the combination
of indices I -2j + g vanishes. For all other terms not satisfying this condition,
the pertu¡bations will be of small amplitude since their frequencies, entering into
the divisór of such qquations as (6.i8), aie large. The frequencies of the long-
period tidal terms are governed by both the lunar and satellite motions around the
Earth and the spectrum will differ quite considerably from that observed at the
Earth's surface in, for example,, gravity. Also, as the amplitude of the orbital per-
turbations depends upon frèquency, tidal terms observed at the Earth's surface
to be of small amplitude may ,béconle important in the satellite perturbation spectrum
if the lunar and satellite motions become, ,com,mensurable when ormpqx-a¿mJs.
Thus, by a careful selection of elements f9r an grbit, different fundamental tidal
frequencies can be made to have more or less iþportant effects on the satellite.
Table 6 summarises the theoretical perturba{ions ,in the,inclination of the satellite
STARLETTE and GEOS 1. The Sz tide perturbs the satellite motion consider¿bly
more than does the M2 tide, while at.the Farth's surfacq it is only about one-half
of Mz. In the case of 'GEOS 1, the K1 tide perturbation in inclination is about
three times greater than the perturbation due to M2, while on the Earth's surface it
representsonþabout600/oo fM2inampl i t r , lde :  , , , ,  

, '  
, .  ,  ,  

i  ,  , , . , ,

Tablç 6. Pertr¡ibæions in orbits 9t twq s?iellites 4qe tg th: Ea|t,ryè tides. ,
STARLETTE GEOS 1

Tide
Period
(d) '

^í
(arcsec)

AO
(arcsec)

P,gqiod
(d ) ,

L i  r ,  . , A o
(arcsec) (arcsec)

0.20
o:43
0 , 1 6
0:05
0'22
l;47

0.29
o.41
i--:

-
2 .0 '

7 2
'  : . ,  5 6

,  ' . 8 0
ì r ,  r i ,  . T i i

85' 
160

M, " 
'11

sz '36
K ¿ .  ' . 4 6
O r , ì  1 7
P r .  , ,  . , 6 0
Kr 90

0 ' 1 9
o . 2 l
0 . 1 1
0 .09
0 . 1 8
0 ' 5
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The amplitude of the,orbit perturbations are proportional to the Love number
kz and the phases lag the direct attraction of the Sun or Moon on the satellite by
an amount e¡m.pq. If the solid tide potential only were ôf importance, any difference
in the Love number and phase lags from theoretical values would be small indeed
but ocean tides also perturb the satellite motions and, if not allowed for in the orbital
theory¡ introduce significant variations in the tidal effective Love numbers with
frequency. The ocean tide perturbations are found by applying the transformation
(6.9) to the ocean tide potential and substituting the resulting expression into the
T,agrangian equations. For the satelliæ inclination, for example:

d/l
dtlp,stuo

s:2 t :0 u=O

x ----l-.]- Dp,st+Fstu(I)Gs¿2(e)[(s- 2u) cos I -t]' -  
naz( l-ez)Ll2 sin. [-

*ttn' 
, 
' 'ì: ' 

TB,stuu+:Østurt%tf ot+ ep,st*.

Integrating these expressions with respect to time, assuming that all time-dependent
v¡riables are containedîn y;p,stuat, gives for ø and d for example:

2  ^ ' s - 2 u l o [ + c o s l s - l e v e nLaøstuu:anoAp,st*r, 
i;;æ L ,irrlr_, ou,u 

yp,urro

lcos I_(s - 2u) - tl A n. stut¡,
Y Ê, stuv-

Ai p, stu.o:

f+ sinlt-t tu"o
. 

L "o*Jr-, ouu

"  [ - : î ] ; . ; :

I

T p, stutt-

n6z(l-¿z)'tlz siny'
(6.20)

T ¡,stutt-

with l

A 0,,, u,' :!!9þ g#. 
I (f )' o r,,,.n ¡ y(r ) G,,a.(e).

Long-period perturbations (longer than one day) occur when yp,an¿p* does
not contain the sidereal angle 0. Only those coefficients Dp,st+ of the semi-diurnal
tide (rn:Z) and s, t:2,2;4,2; 6,2;. . , ; give rise to the principal long-period terms.
Other long-period terms are caused by the coefficients Dprst+ with m:2 a¡d
s, t:2,3;5,2;7;2;. . ; ; but nolry o: + 1 and the amplitudes of these terms are smaller
than those of previous coefficients by a factor e. Thus, unless the satellite orbit is
very eccentric these perturbations âre quite small. Similarly, only coefficients
Da,rt+ with s, t:2,1; 4,1; 6,1; . . . ; of the diurnal tides (ru:1) give rise to long-
périod perturbations with ¿':0. \Me note that the amplitudes of the perturbationj
ute proportional to (R/a¡t+r so that the coefficients with s>4 also tend to be small.
Furthermore, we note that the perturbations due to D¡,,2t+ or Dp,zz+ have the same
dependence on the orbital elements of the saællite as the perturbation due to the
soúd tide of the same frequency/, and that the two caniiot be separated. The D p,az+
occur only in the ocean tide þôtential. Due to its different inclination function
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Fsn(I), it can be separated from the leading term in the ocean tide expansion, even
though the two have the same frequency, if at least two orbital elements or two
different orbits of close Earth satellites are available for analysis. Thus, from the
orbital perturbation analyses one cannot obtain a great deal of information on the
detailed structure of the ocean tide. Yet this satellite information is of considerable
interest in the study of the Moon's motion and in providing an estimate of the total
amount of tidal energy dissipated in the oceans (Lambeck 1975,1977).

6.4.4. Tid.at dissìpation. The question of tidal dissipation and its consequences on
the lunar orbit and Earth's rotation has been much discussed since the work by
G H Darwin early in this century. Geophysicists, astronomers and oceanographers
have contributed to the understanding and confusion of the subject and most recently
satellite geodesists have entered'the fray. This is as much a refl.ection of a fascinating
subject as an indication of a problem of some importance in understanding the
origin and dynamical evolution of the Moon. The subject has recently been re-
viewed by Lambeck (1977) and we can only enter into a few salient aspects here
that revolve around the contributions that satellite observations can make. Equation
(6.18) gives the tide potential acting on a satellite. Sucþ a"satellite coufd, be the
Moon in which case \rye are concerned with the perturbations in the Moon's orbit
due to the potential of the tide raised on the Earth by the Moon itself. These effects
follow directly from equation (6. 19) where, fqr the satellite elements ,(d, we,substitute
for the Moonrs elements rrc¿x. Only secular perturbations will be iiùportant'ánd
these occur when ù¿,¡¡pq-ùtm1c:0, or when p: j and, q:g, Then, dropping the
asterisks denoting lunar or solar quantities:

t i ¿ m . p q : 2 K ¡ m l î t u p ( I ) 1 2 1 , - c t n n þ ) 1 2 ( l - 2 p * q ) s i n  € h n p q , ,  : ,
t1 -þ2\ l l2

è tm p q : K t m f lF I n eg )lzlc t' e qþ)fz

xl(I - ez)uz(l -2p + q¡ - (l -2p\) sin e¿,¡xpq :

gorl,*ro: *,*W"14#"# lt¿rne1)12[Gbqþ)]2 sin e¿,¡¿pq (6.2r)

with

For the ocean tide, the procedure is the same, but with the potential (6,17) instead
o f l ( 6 . x 3 ) . ' T h e n : ] . ' : . . ] ' ] i . . - , . ' . . | : ì . i ' . , . l

e p, tt+

t1 _ o2\u2
è p, s tuu : K' f , stt,a u:! /l- ( 1 - ez) t/ z¡1r - 2u + a) - (s - Zu)l

(ì p,stur: K' f , stuo(s - zu+ z¡ [sin1+:r 
"u"n

lcosjs-¿ oa¿

[;I'l;;'
Isinls-l even

x l  I
lcosJs-¿ s¿¿

drl :
dtl B,stua

4,v
I
4

,cos
r-l(s-2u)

ø sin [(
: R t  

B , s t u o tÉ,tr{+

ep,e t+ (6.22)
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with
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. .

K, ^ . . . . ._3GMFsn(I)Gsua(e)L+k, '  4y /Ã\ 'K'p,stua:-ff i*¡o1r,, 
%+1. ø \) 

Dp,st+.

If,the ocean par:ameters afe known; the secular perturbations' in the lunar orbit can
be directly evaluated. only the s, t:2,2 (for semi-diurnal tides) will be importanr
as other terms in the ocean expansion lead to a zeÍo net contribution when averaged
over a period of the lunar motion.

The angular momentum of the Earth-Moon system consists of three parts:
(i) that associated with the orbital motions of the two bodies about their cenire of
mass, given by:

Mmv¡ M"'Ht:  f f i ***rr f  =f f ry***¿z( l -¿z)t tz  n.
.  . t  . .  . , .  : . :  . .  , .  ;  ,

(ii) thattassociated with the Earttr's'spin: , ,

Hz :C0

and (iii) that associated with the Moon's spin: : i : : : :

.  '  .  : ,  :  t '

since c¡1/c =mv¡RzlMRza lQ, 3.1nd 0y1lð=tl2v, the last contributipn is:negligible.
Conqervation of angular mgmentum of the Earth-Moon system requires thaf :

ffi cos / #.F/2: çs¡s¡¿n1.

The rotational energy associated wilh the Earth's spin is:

E : : ; ;Cð2

and the energy,associated with the orbital rmotion is:

,, : , E2:,+a2n2 =Y** -GMmx1 
' 
-GMm¡a:'  t v t *mw a  

: - - - ra  '

This includes potential and kinetic energies. \Mithou_t dissipation:
l

: a(ç6r_gW.v\.:E t *Ez :cons tân t=_\  
ø  /

ör:1, #!- naz È cos t (! + rcos I¿+sin /{C lVl lmm " \n dt

with, from Kepler's lu*i,,, 
, r ^'  I  ,  t i : - ) j ,

Th" .orr."ruution laws require that there are no secular changes in a, e'r.I but if 'the
tidal response of the Earth is not elastic,'dissipation of energy occurs. From (6.23) it
follows ihat:

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.2s)

(6.26)

The uis, ée, dlldt are given by (6.2'l) or'(6.22)i The action of tidal dissipation rhere-
fore causes secul¿r changes in the lunar orbit that would,otherwise not occur. as
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well, as causing a secular tidal acceleration d1 of the Earth. The rate at which the
tidal energy is dissipated is, with (6.2+):

dE I dt :' C ð ë -' $mnazri.. (6.27)
The above analysis considers only tides raised by the Moon on, the Earth. Solar
tides raised on the Earth must be added as should tides raised:by .the Earth on the
Moon but the latter are generally considered¡to be less,important (e.g. Kaula 1964).
, , There, are three approaches to: estimating the above mentioned quantities. The
first,is from ,the analysis,of astronomical observations: of the Sun's and Mqon's
motion; , The second method is to evaluate the tidal energy dissipation in the world's
oceans. rThe third method is to apply the ,results for tidal parameters estimated
from close Earth satellite perturbations directly to the lunar problern since the
parameters that cause short-period perturbations in the satellite orbits also describe
the secular evolution of the lunar orbiti, Astronornical observations of the acc.elerations
qe 9f several types and have been discussed recenrly bi'Morrison and Ward (lg7i),
Muller and stephenson (1975), Muller (1E:76) and, Lambeck (rg7z), The,ev4þarion
.of tidal energy dissipation was' first attempred by Jeffreys (1920) and. Heiskanen
(1921). This approach has generally been considered to be less precise than the
first, but recent calculations (Lambeck 1975; 1977) rindicate,that this is no longer
'the 'case. The third rnethod has' several advantages:, (i) no assumptions need 

-be

made as,to rvhere dissipation occurs in the Earth, (ii) it enables a separation of th9
amount of dissipation that occurs in the Earth from that occurring:in the Moon,
should the latter be significant, by comparing satellite results with astronomical
accelerations, and (iii) it enables the accelefations to. be estimated sepa¡ately ,for
each tidal frequency of both lunar 4nd solar tides. Results obtalned frorrrthe saiellite
analysis, although only preliminary, are in eqsential agreement rwith those obtained
by the other two methods (Cazenave et al 1977, Daillet 1977). Table,T summarises
recent astronomical estimates f.or ri and'ö and represent average valges for the last
3000yr, b¡jng.based on both telescope observations and studies of ancient eclipse
records. Also indicated is the contribution to ri by the Mz tide only. Satellite ;nd
ocean tide model.results for.ri are also-summarised and the agreement is satisfactory.
, ,- The-energy dissipated in the global o-cean, M2 tide averaged over one cyclã,
follows from (6.26) with (6.25) and (6.22) as:

TableT. Estimates of the lunar acceleration ri,,the Earth's acceleration d and the non+idal
, aQceleration d-¡rr. as deduced from astronomical,. satellite, pi{q and paleorotation

observations. The satellite and tide results represent present-day values. The
astronomical result is the average during the hlt 3000 yr and thä prf"ã"oøti""' 
observations are averages over the last 50-0 x 106 yr (LamËeck 197¡¡',Ë7.-:,- . 

-----;

NM

(10-?3 s-¡z)
d¡rr

(10-zz s-z¡ (10-zz s-e¡

AStronomical observations
I I(terescope ano eclrpses)

Satellite orbit perturbations
Ocean tide models
Coral and bivalve fossil records

- - 1 . 3 5 + 0 . 1 0

- - 1 . 3 t 0 . 2 5
- 1 . 5 + 0 . 5
- 1 . 2 + 0 . 2

- 5 . 5  + 0 . 5  1 . 6 + 9 . 6

l r  I  . i

- 5 . 3  + 0 . 6  1 . 0 1 0 . 6

39
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The same .result, is obtaiied by evaluating, the rate at which the Moon does work

on the ocean (Lambeck L977). Values based ,on astronomical¡ tide and satellite

results are indicated in table 7, and show qatisfactory agreement. The agreêment

between the astronomical and sàtellite results is'probably better than we have any

right to expect in,view of .the preliminary naturel of thel.latter but it does indicate

thã we have a powerful new method for estimating the,rate of tidal energy dissipation.

Improved t".,rltr can'be expected:when analyses of longer series of observations

of the STARLETTE and GEOS 3,satellites are completed. The agreement between

the two estimates also indicates that didsipation of tidal'energy within the'Moon

is likely to be negligible:compared w-ith the terrestrial sink. That the three estimates

are in good agreementl stresses the,fact that the primaryl sink on Earth is the ocean,

and thãt littlè,dissipation occurs within theìsolid'Earth itself. The tide models

tend to give estimates that are soinewhat higher than the other methods and this is

oossiblv a consequence of these'models not taking into account the crustal deforma-

iio' of th" .tn.f by the,variablertidal load and'the subsequent modification of the

tide (see the discussion in Cartwright (1977)).
Wnit" there are three ways of estimating the lunar acceleration and the rates

of energy dissipation, only the astronomical observations can'give, a true estimate

of the Eãrth's sècular acceleratioä d. Fròm thelunarraccelerations the tidal accelera-

tion of the'Earth da follows f¡s¡¡¡,(6,25) and'this''part cau- be deduced from the

three types ôf observations discussed'above. But other factors may contribute to the

total aõôeleration bY an amount:
:  . :  .  . : ,  . . . , :  . . . ,  ,  .  d ç 1 :  ë - ë r .  '  

.  , .

All indications are thàt this non-tidal parf is small but positive, of the.order of

l-Zx¡0-zz s.zi(I-amb-eck 1978b). Proposed caudès for this non+idal acceleration

arelnumeroqJ and include à slòw on-going response of the Earth's 'maùtle to: the

removal of the :'Pleistocene ice fields, to long-period electromagnetic interactionS

between'the côre and mantle, and to a slow growth of the core. While satellite

ãbSè*utiott.rcan contribute to improved values of da, only astronomiial: observations

can provide ð and hence dç1. New techniques for measuring d, such as vLBr, will not

¡" o'f u"o immediate help either, since the Earth's rotation is a combination of long

period and secular trends and several hundred years of obseivations are required in

årder to separate the two.

6.5. Rotation

6.S.L A brief geophysical d:iscussíoz. When measured with high precision, the Earth's

rotation is sèen tò,be highly variable due'to â multitude of factors. "Forces and de-
,fJr*utiorrr'in the'aimosfh.t., oceans' cfust, mantle ànd côrè'all perturb the rotation

ro varvins degrees from idealised qigi{ body motion and a complete study requires

one to dJve into many aspects of the Earth and planetary science.s. A discussion

on the Eaith's rotation is conveniently separated into.three parts: (i) precession and

nutation, (ii) polar motion, and (iii) changes:in length of day'
pr."éràión and nutation'describe the niótion of the Earth's rotation axis relative

to inertial space and aqe a consequênge of thè lunar and solar gravitational attraction

å"^ih"--È"¡ifr;s equatoriat bulge. Biiefly, precession is'thê'iegular mot,ion of the

Earth's rotation axis about the pole of the,ecliptic, a passage that takes about 26,000 yr.

The rate of precession is proportional to: '
. , Ì , .  .  .
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a constant that, when combined with the Stokes coefficient C26 (equation (2.2)),
gives the Earth's polar moment of inertia, or: l

-CzolH:Is3lMRuz. !

Periodic oscillations about this mean motion occur and are referred to as the forced
nutation of the Earth. The main nutation term is a 19.7 vr oscillation of 9 arcsec
amplitude. The standard treatment of this motion in spacã for a rigid Earth is by
Woolard (1953). Observational eyidence is discussed by, Federov (1963) and in
papers edited by Federov et al (1979). The main discrepancy between the
theory and the observed motionroccurs in the amplitudes of some of the nutation
terms and this is a consequence of the Earth's liquid core. Polar motion concerns the
movement of the Earth's rotation axis relative to a framework fixed within the Earth.
This motion includes a l4-monthr oscillation, referred to as the Chandler wobble,
an annual term due to seasonal rearrangements of mass in the Earth's atmosphere
and hydrosphere and possibly a,secular term and irregular long-period fluctuations
of uncertain origins (figure 16(a). The amplitudes of the annual ancl Chandler
wobbles are of the order of 0.10-0.15 arcsec and the secular drift is believed to be of
the order of 0'002-0.003 arcsec yr 1. Changes in the length of day, or changes
in the speed of rotation of the Earth about the instantaneous rotation axis, have
the richest spectrum of all (figure 16(å)). A secular change, resulting in an increase
of the length of day by some 0'001-0'002 s per century, is mainly a consequence
of the work done by the Moon in raising the ocean tides ($6:4). Despite the smallness
of this acceleration its consequéncès-when integrated over geological time-are
impressive; :if the dissipation mechanism has remainçd''constant the Moon would
have been very close to the Earth about 1.5 thousand million yearslago, there would
have been about 1200d in thervear,and the length of day would,have been about
7h. Fluctuations on a time scale of'10-100yr are also clearly evident in the astro-
nomical data, changes in length of dayof some 4-5 ms having occurred within 10-30 yr
(figure 17). Only the core is sufficiently mobile and contains sufficient mass to
explain these fluctuations. How these, core motions are transferred to the mantle
remains uncerfain but electromagngtic forces appear to play an impertant role.
Seasonal changes in;the length of'day-annual, 

-semi-annuai 
and biänpial-area

consequence of varidtions in the zonal atmospheric circulation, as ar'e many of the
higher frequency, less regular perturbations.

The geophysical information obtained from the study of the Earth's rotation
include the following.

(i) Estimates of îhe rate of dissipation of tidal energ'y in the oceans.
(ii) Limits on the anelastic behaviour of the Earth's mantle.
(iiÐ Estimates of the net fluctuation in the angular momentum of the atmosphere;
(iv) Indications that long-period tides may not follow an equilibrium theory.
(v) Limits on core properties such as degree of density stratification and viscosity.
(vi) Information on electromagnetic processes operating at the core-mantle

boundary and limits on the electrical conductivity of the lower mantle.
Many aspects of the Earthfs rotation are discussed in reviews by Munk and

MacDonald:(1960), Rochester (1973, 1979) and Lambeck (1978a). I limit the
present discussion only to an.outline of imethods of observing rotation changes using
space techniques.

Until recently, all observations of the Earth's rotation were made by classical
astronomical techniques. tength of day observations are made by comparing the
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Figure 16. (a) Schematic spectrum of the Earth's wobble. (å) Schematic spèctrum of the
proportional changes in the leng¡h of day.

times of consecutive transits of stars across the meridian against,. some, uniform
time scale. Polar, motion is deduced by measuring ,fluctuations in the observer's
astronornical latitude, the angle between the observer's vertical and the instantaneous
rotation,axis. Nutation is observed by measuring.the, changes in the angles between
stars and the mean rotation axis. Such observations, of variable quality, go back
several hundred years and all present geophysical knowledge of the forces causing
the Earth to depart from rigid body motion isrbased upon,these data. But these
methods are reaching the limits in both þreciSion and resolution and new approaches
are being explored, spurred on by developments in space science and technology.

,Precise tracking of satellites for gravitational studies, laser ranging to the Moon
fo¡ studying the lunar motion, long-baseline interf,erometry;:robservations for de=
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Figure 17. Time series of the proportional changes in length of d^y, ota, from 1820-1970.

ciphering extra-galactic radio,sources, or'the precise maneuvering of interplanetary
flights all require the precise tracking of the motions of the Earth's rotation axis.
At the same time, these new techniques permit the rotational motions to be measured
with a precision and resolution'that will ultimately represent,.major improvements
over conventional astronomical, observations, : To provide useful results, these tech.
niques must give (i) improved precision, (ii) improved rêsolution, (iii) long-term
stability and (iv) permit al long+term observing programme: ,Present.observations
of polar motion are precise to about 0'01=0'02 arcséc for observations averaged over
5 d. llhe amount by which the Earth is slow or fast cañ,be measured,with an
accuracy of about l'5-2:0 ms for an integration time ,of about 5 d. Reasonable goals
for new svstems would be daily values accurate to 0'01 arcsec in pole position and
1 ms in the rotation angle d.

6.5.2. Satellite methods. The equations used to describe the motion of satellites
are usually referred to an inertial reference frame X while the tracking stations,
from which the satellite is observed, rotate:with the Earth and are known within
a terrestrial frame x. The relation between the two systems is given by equation
(4.4). The precession and nutation matrices Ø(rc; v, ar) and Ø(Ap, Az, Ae) are usually
taken to be known with adequate accuracy, although it v'ill become necessâry to
revise the constants appearing in the theory and to understand better the consequences
of the non-rigidity of the Earth upon them. The polar motion matrix is:

/ t  o -r t \

ø (m1,m2¡ : l o  t  * r l

\,, -mz J
and the sidereal rotation matrix is: 

l

-s in 0

cos 0

0

The first of thcse matrices rotates,the systern ¡ into a sJstern thatr is parallel to the

b

øn(,'ù:(r;i)
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instantaneous rotation axis while the second matrix determines the position of the
Greenwich meridian at a specified time. If polar motion, for example, is ignored
or an imprecise value of 0 is used, discrepancies result in the transformation from
x to X and this leads to differences between the observed and computed positions
of satellites. That is, the satellite position is'reduced to a systern X' which differs
from X by the neglect of, or errors in, 9l(m1, m2) or an error A,0 in 0, while the pre-
dicted position refers to the X system. .Thus the orientation of the orbit is defined
by the angles I O and <¿ relative to Xbut the observations yield I', dl' and a¡i relative
to X'. The differences contain information on the rotation angles ?ftb tnz and 40.
This is illustrated in figure 18'ìn which the position of the polã is defined in terms
of polar coordinates ms, A by:

r:ftL:mg cos A mz:mOsin A.

Then (Lambeck 1971):

L i : I ' - I :mo s in  (O-  0 -A\

, , A < ¿ : a n '  - u ¡ : r n ¡ . c o s ( O -  0 . - A ) c o s e c , I .

ÂQ : Q' - Çl: L,g * m,ocos (O - 0 - A)cotan .f

and, the three angular, elernents'exhibit periodic fluctuations'with periods nearly
equal to Z4h,due to polar niotion.'Errors in the,sidereal angloenter directly into
the discrepancy in thè right ascension of the orbit. Amplitudes of the orbital per-
turbations are of theiorder of mo: In any satellite orbit calculation, the discrepancies
between observed and compu'ted positions'are a ,consequence of,numerous factors
($2.3) and the success'of'thermethod requires that these, particularþ any with periods
near 24h, are precisely known. ,Examples.of such perturbations, are the Stokes

(6.28)

e"iÐ¡

Figure 18. :Effect of errors in polar:motion:on satellite orbit.
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coefficients with m:1. The amplitude of the total polar motion perturbations in

the satellite motion is about 5 m and to observe'this;with'high accuracy'iequires'
accurate tracking systems and . frequent, observations, dur'ing:''consecutive 24,Ir

periods.
'The firstilesults,for pole positions from satellite orbit perturbation studies weie

obtained by Anderle 
"ttã 

B"ngl"rs, (1970) lfrom the,,Döppler:traôki4g' of US Navy

navigation satellites. Since 1969, Doppler pole positions'have been computed on

u r.lrrlut basis and results have been obøined, ø þosteriori for' the years 1964-!9-69.

Hence, a continuous'.record of ,some 13 yt,is now available (Anderle.'1973,, 7976).:

Argreat advantager of. the Doppler method is that:the observations are'relatively

pr.""i.", that ,the observations 
"tè 

ind"p.ndent of, rveàther conditions' and. that' the

network consists of a large nu,mber of itations (19 in L973) that permanently-tt1"\

the satellite¡ Pole, positiõr. ur" determined at intervals of 2 d compared. with 5 d

by the traditional astronomical services. Results since 1970 are in excellent agreement

with the astronomical, observations (figure 19). 'Data obtained at,CNES since mid-'

1976 from a multi-station Doppler tfackingì netwsrk give corirparable,'resúlts. , ì

Laser observations, despitã,their high accuracy, have been leòs useful for' polar

motion studies mainly becãuse of the fewer stations, available and of their wèather

depenclence, Smith ei al (1972) measured the apparent fluctuation in the inclination

ofã satellite orbit from one station. This only gives the component'of,polal motion

in the:station meridian. ,Due rto ,the periodically ,chahging geometry of the orbit'

relative to the tracking station; pole positions:can;only be,obtainedrat interimittent

intervals.
Satellite metfiods. suffer a drawback; similar to'the astfonornicâlr observations,'

in that it is,difficult to rnaintain a,homogeneous reference system.:-The paiarneters:

defining the Barth's gravity field and the tracling stations are subject to regular

revision as more and more data,tire accumulated and analysed. Each revision results

in discontinuities in the pole path record. The LAGEOS satellite should remedy

some of these problems 
-once 

a regular observing programme is established. Its

high altitud" *ãk" it relatively insensitive to the higher degree terms in the gravity

J

Mon th
' ' '  I  i :  r i

Figure 19. Comparison of polar motion results'':foi L'972 l'as'robsèrved'lby;thÞ;rBureau. Inter-

(O). Only the ml component is shown.
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field and increases the frequency and duration with which it can be observed from
any'station; Its 'low sr¡rface area to mass ratio and its regular shape and reflectivity
parameters also minirnise the perturbations due to air drag and ia'diatiott 1¡r.rrrrr",
whether direct or indirect. Station coordinates must be known with high ã"",rr^"y.
The main problem until now has been to acquire a sufficient number of Èser tracking
stations,, þeographically well distributed,around,,the world, that routinely anã
accurately,track the satellite. r ,'

'satellite methodé have not yet provided useful observations of changes in the
fength of iday. From (6.28) only the lóngitude of the ascending,node'isperturbed
by errdrs in the sidereal angle but this orbital element is difficult to comþute with
precision., The ,zonal harmonics in the gravity field cause secular and long-period
perturbations, with air drag and radiation pressure also making important cóntribu-
tions to O(z). Separation of these effects from errors in d is not poisible in the wav
it is for the polar motion, where a distinctly periodic signal is introduced into thä
orbital elements. Even with satellites.such as LAGEOS it is improbable that the
motion of the node will be predictable with sufficient accuracSr over lóng time intervals;
observations of the node may, however, provide useful informatiorr- on,shorter
perìod and irregular,changes in the length of day.'

6,5'.3', Lunar løser ranging.. The'deterrnination of the Earth's rotation from lunar
làser ranging proceeds as follows. 'In figure 20(a\ the òbserver,at p measures the
Earth'Moon distance over:a period ,of seieral hours so that the Moon is seen to,
cross the -meridian (at time ?¡). If the Earth's rate of rotation were inaccurately
known this'wilf result in a misplacemènt, of P, relative to.an inertial system, by an
angle d0 and'there will be an error in the,computed'station'Moondisiances of:

'  : :
ö

Instonton eou s
, rolot¡on oxis

Geometry of lunar laser ranginþ. 
'(a) 

illustrates the case where observations are
made'at times A? before and after the transit tirrie ?s for deterrnining'rotatiôn.
The'Moonfs;motion is ignored ¡s¡e,,,(á). illustrates the dètermination of u".rorro-
mical latitude from range observatiòns to the Moon when it,is in.the meridian.

P ( h - ^ ¡ )

Figure 20.
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where Al in the 'time interval before'transit and S¡ is the Earth-Moon distance
at transit. During the sequence of observations of the Moon'ò passage across ther
meridian, the discrepancy ds between the observed ancl computed distance varies
sinusoidally with a frequency 0. No other error or variation, apart from the tidal
distortion of the Earth, is expected to possess such a diurnal variation and thâ observed
discrepancies should provide an unambiguous'estirnate of dá. .Observations of
polar'motion are more difficult to,deduce from the laser. range observations. An
error A/ in the station latitude:results in a range error ds that var,ies with the Moonls
declination ô (figure 20(b)) according ro: ì

, ,SoRds::::_J sin ({_ô) Ad.

As ô varies slowly, ds will remain nearly constant oVer a day but, it will vary fiom
' day to day as the declination varies,, with a period of about 27 d. Thus to determine

Â{ requires that any 27 d peiod in the lunar librations and the lunar motion about
the Earthiâre,known with accuracy:1 Also, changes in polar motion with periods
much less thanT7 d will be difficult to observe. , , i

,A disadvantage of the lunar laser is that around the new Moon the reflectors,
are difficult to find,with the narrow laser beams and there is usually a period of a
few days' when'no observationS are possible. This disadvantage can, be, overcome;
by combining lunar and artificial satellite observations. The,forrner give a direct:
determination of d but with interruptions during which,á cbuld be interpolated using
observations of the node of high-altitude satellites such as LAGEOS; At the sàme
time, the'satellite observations provide,,a more direct determination of latitude
changes than does the,lunar: method. Freliminary lunar laselresults,for the Earthró
raté of rotation, obtaiied by Stolz et :al ,(1977),and Harris and, Williàms (79V7),,
indicate accuracies cornparable. to ,thoserrobtainecl,,by conventional astronômical
o o - s e r v a t i o n s .  ,  , 1  , ,  . , ' :  ,  ,  . ;

6.5.4. Radio interferornetry. The radio interferoru*eter observations provide a measure
of the baseline orientation accórding to (3,3)¡ a'derivation based on the assumption,
that the térrestrial frame .r is parallel to the inertial frame X except for the diurnal
rotation. Any polar motion will introduce apparent,changes in,the latitudes and
longitudes of the receivers according to:

a n d  
L , ó ¿ : m t c o s À ¿ + m a 2 À ¿ : '  r ' ; r :

L ¿:mLtan tþ¿ sin À.¿-m2tan {rd cos À¿.' ,

The change in the delay due to the polar motion then follo,ws from (3.3) as: ,

* A, :[sin ô, (cos dz cos À2 --:ccis dr cos Àr) + cos ô, ( ] sin dz + sin .:$ì¡ cos (.L"- QlmlK
+ [sin ôs (cos f2 sin À2 - cos {1 sin Àr) + 

"os 
ôs ( - sin dz * sin dr) sin (L*- 0)]m2.

The neglect qf ,polar motion therefore introduces a conStant error in, the delay as
well as 'a' diurnal variation. Daily averaged obbervations taken at, successive days
should then'reveal ,a gradual variation in the'delalr' as the pole shifts. Observations
from.two,baselines (a minimum of three stations),arè required to;separatè mt and
mz but precise', positions forì either the baseline: or stella.r sources aré not:essential
provided that,'for,each baseline; the:sarne,iadiorsource is always,observed.
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Determination of :the speed of rotation will be more complicated since, from
(3.3), an error in á introduces a delay:

| Ât: 
"ot 

ô* [:- cos d¿ sin (Àz + 0 -- Zr) + cos {r sin (Àr * A - Ls)] d0
It

that varies diurnaþ and will be difficult to separate from other diurnal sources

such as the above component from polar motion and from tides. The dependence
of the diurnal d0 signal on the baseline and source coordinates differs ffom the
diurnal polar motion and tide signal and a separation of d0, from the other sourceS
is possible by an appropriate choice of.baselines-

7. I,wrnar and planetary problems : : : l

7.L. Introd.uct'ion

The geophysical problems discussed in the preceding section are equally relêvant

to the lVloo" ánd other terrestrial planets. Planetary orbiters indicate,that all these

bodies.have irregular topographies and gravity fields as well as special problems

associated with their tidei and rotations, A study of the planets, as well as being of

intrinsic interest; is also cif relevance to understanding the evolution of th-e Earth

as itris widely believed that they ,repreóent different steps in a general evolutionary
process (Kaula 1975), Only se¡¡¡s g€n€ral remarks on the planetary problems can be

made in this review.
,Of the terrestrial planets, only for ,Mars' is the gravity-field known with some

detail and reliabilþ through the Mariner"and Viking progrâmmes','For a number

of reasons the:mariian orbiters are not ideal for gravity field investigations in that

the orbits are ivery eccentric.=:for,cxârrpl€, Mariner 9:'had;:a periapsis of , 1400 km'

and apoapsis of about 11 000 km. Nevertheless, valuable information noù exists,

A recãnt ìolution by Gapcynski et øl (1977), using Mariner 9 and viking 1 and 2

Orbiter observationi,'givès the field complete to degree and order 6. Recently, thc'

orbit of Viking Orbiter 2 has:been,lowerêd to about.300 km,perigee and considerable

iinprovements'in.the resolution of the giavitSr field can 
"9* Þ9 ex.Fected. Discussions

on the interpretátion of the Martian,gravity field âre by Phillips et al (1978) and

Lambeck (1S?8c). The encounters with Mefcury and Venus only permit approximate

limits to be imposed on the second degree,ha¡monics (A¡rderspn 1974).

ì ,

7.2. Lunør giavity field

The gravity field of the, Moon can' be determined, in,a sirnilar way to that de-

veloped ior the Earth although there are some important differences. First, the

spacãcraft accelerations and, positions are 
'measured from the Farth so that only

direct observationg of the near çide are possible. This coufd be rectifie_{ by using

a relay satellite in a high-altitude orbit about the Moon. The löw satellite would

be tr¿cked relative to tñe high satellite which in turn is tracked,from Earth. This

is analogous to the high-low'satellite-to-satellite tracking concept discussedl".$S.'
Second,lhe Moonts grãvity field does'.not possess a single dominant zonal coefficient

as does the Earth and any, analytical theory for the motion of,ra,lunar orbiter is'more

complex than the compa,rable terrestrial'problem: Also, because,of.this, the spectrurn',

of lunar or,bital perturbations is not as ordered,as it is,for the Earth. Third,ibecause.
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the Moon possesses no atmosphere, the satellite$, can orbit the Moon at much lower
altitudes than in the case of Earth satellites, Thus artificial Moon, satellites are often
very sensitive to small-wavelength fluctuations in the gravity field.

The first solutions for the lunar gravity field used the fact that the observations
of the spacecraft acceleration relative to the distant terrestrial observer are approxi-
mately equal to the radial component of gravity. This methocl was first used with
impressive results by Muller and Sjogren (1968) to obtain a gravity map of the
near side of the Moon from the Lunar Orbiter 5. The method has subsequently
been used to obtain gravity over selected features uping low-altitude Apollo and
Apollo subsatellite passes (Sjogren 1977). These results must be considered as
preliminary only in that (i) a systematic reduction of the measured accelerations
down to the surface of the Moon or to.a,surfaqe.of constant height has not always
been made, and (ii) the line of sight accelerations correspond, to gravity only when
the spacecraft is near the observer-centre of Moon axis. In most published results
a correction for the non-coincidence of the spacecraft u'ith this axis has not been
made and the gravity towards the limb of :the Moon,becomes.distorted. More,
recently, tracking clata from a number of different spacecraft have become available
and the orbital theories have been refined to permit the elements of the orbits to
be computed and analysed for the lunar Stokes coefficients in a way similar to that
used for the Earth, Now the gravity field of both the near ancl far sides of the Moon
can be mapped although, by analysing mean orbital elements, the short-wavelength
information, contained in the direct line of sight acceleration observations, is'lost.
Ferrari (1977) has modelled the gravity field by a spherical harrnirnic ,expansion
èomplete to degree and oider L6, He gives a detailed evaluation of the accuracy
of the Stokes coefficients and only harmonics below degree and order 10-12 appear
to be individually significant. Considerably more tracking data are available, both
for satellites already used in Ferrariß. study and,'for additional satellites and it is
anticipated that this study will only be,one more step towards a comprehensive
lunar gravity field model. Interpretations of the lunar gravity field have been made
by Kaula (1971) and Sjogren (1.977)., ,

7.3, Lunar rotation

The Moon's rotational motion about its centre:of mass has been much discussed
since the formulation of Cassini's laws and Newton's theory in the 1690s. Cassini
noted that (i) the period of rotation of the Moon about its polar axis equalled the
period of the Moon's motion about the Earth, (ii) the inclination of the lunar equator.
to the plane of the ecliptic is constant, and (iii) the poles of the Moon's axis of rotation,
of the ecliptic and the lunar orbit are coplânar. Such motion is compatible with the
configuration in which the dissipation of tidal energy within the Moon is a minimum
(Colombo 1967). The physical librations represent small oscillations about this
mean rotation due to the terrestrial, and to a lesser exJent, thç solar attraction, on
the Moon's irregular shape. The existence of these librations was already recognised
by Newton and the theory of the motion has been rnuch discussed by the leading
mathematicians in subsequent centuries.

The physical librations are similar to the Earth's precession and nutation and
are described by the Eulerian equations of rmotion of a triaxial ellipsoid subject to
external forces (in this case the Earth's gravity) and to the condition of synchronorrs
rotation. The frequencies of these' oscillations is, a function of the motion of the
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Moon about the Earth and the amplitudes of the motion are dependent on the inertia
tensor of the Moon; Specifically, the libration amplitudes are proportional to:

I  r  : '  Iss-Izz n Iss-I f i  Izz-I t
ù:  

ILr P= In Y: fs '

with the constraint:

r  a -  p + y = a p y  l

rvlrere I¡¡, Izz, fss are the ;moments of inertia about axes directed aloíg the long axis
Oæ, of the Nloon, towards the Earth, along an axis Oæ2 in the lunar equatorial þhne
and along"the'rotation axis Ors. I '

Obseivations of the physical librations together with observations of the lunar
gravityfield.coefficient:; , ì '

r  "  '  Czo:- l lsz- l r( In+Izz) l lMRz '  : :
'  i  :  :  )  '  r .  :

give an estimate of the lunar.moment: ; ,

,  r  ,  :  ,  .  I s s : - C z o ( l + P )
Mñ- 

-7ç¡¡fi'

In an accurate theory,'librations arising frorn the attraction on the third and tourth
harmonics of the Moon's gravity must be included.

Theories,'with precisions comparable to lunar laser ranging measurements, have
been developed'by Williams et al(1,973); Eckhardt (1973) and Migus (1976). Com-
parisons of these theories with the laser range observations from, the MacDonald
Observatory give (Williams 1977): '

. t . . . .

. :  r '  ¡ :  ,  .  . :

Y : (2'274 70'006) x 10-4.

These values are compatible with those found using the difierential long-baseline
interferometry method applied to the Moon (King el al 1976). They compare
with: :  t  . :

t , : : , '  ' ,  , ' þ = 6 ' 2 9 4 x 1 0 - a  , y : 2 ' 3 1 ' 0 x 1 0 - ' a

found'from astronomical telescope observations (Koziel, 1967), \Mith the recent
estimates,f,or: C26 and C2,2 given,by Fer,rarir(7927): , ;,::: : : :

,  r  '  Czo=. -2 '046x1'0-a '

Cz'z:2'773x 10-5

and the above laser resultS for'p and y: ì

CIMRz:0-392t0.002. (7.J)

This, value is somewhat lower than the 0'40,found,in the,pre-lunar laser ranging
days. Models for the lunar interior based on the lower value (7. 1) have been reviewed
by Ringwood (1977). :

, Free librations aboutr the equilibrium position, of the rotating Moon should
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also be considered. These are analogous to the :free,precession or Chandler,wobblc
of the Earth except that, because of the significant ellipticity of thç lunar equator
(In*Izz) and of the synchronous rotatign of ,the Mgon, there are,now three com-
ponents. They are (i) a fluctuation in rotation rate, with a period 9f. abgut 2:9 yr,
(ii) a precession of the spin angular momenturr.raxis relative to a,flame rotating,with
the Moon's orbital plane, and with a theoretical periodrof about 24 yr; ar¡d (iii) a free
wobble,with a period of about ,74 ¡¡r, ThE third motion involves a change in the
orientation of the spin axis relative to axes fixed in the Moon. Sekþchi (1,97,0)
and Peale (I973a, b) discuss the theory. Together, these three motions introduce
six free parameters into the theory of the lunar motion (three amplitudes, and three
phases, the frequencies being assumed known from the theory). Peale (1975, 7976)
has discussed possible excitation mechanisms that could maintain these free modes
against damping. Meteorite impacts on the Moon arç the main source of excitation
of these motions. Fstimates of the.libration amplitude,require assumptions on the
size range and frequencies of impacts and upon the mechanism by which rotational
energy is dissipated. Thus any estimates will be uncertain but Peale (1976) concludes
that the amplitudes of the librations are unlikely to exceecl 0.01 arcsec and tg be well
below the projected noise level of laser,range observations. ,Calame (197T,hag made
a tentative identification of these free oscillations in some 6 yr of laser ¡ang9 observa-
tions but the results are at variance with Peale's study of the excitation and dissipation
mechanisms in that she finds amplitudes well above the levels predicted by,Peale.

8. Conclusions

Nearly 20 years of activity in space research have resulted in striking,results in
satellite geodesy. Most impressiye is the improved knowledge of the Earth's gravity
field, restrlts that have been of value in a number of geodynamic studies. Other
important results include the ability to determi.ne positions on the Earth's surface
relative to each other and relative to the cgntte of mass with precisions exceeding
L part in 106. F'ew people would deny that the initial goals of satellite geodesy, as
set.out in the National Geodetic Satellite Prograrn started by NASA. in 1965, have
been met. At the same time few people will deny that the initial results for thç
Earthts tides and rotation, coupled with recent progress in preqision tracking and
developments in satellite instrumentation, leave no dorlbts that the best results are
still to come.

Further improvements in the gravity field are an essential part of a future pro-
gramme for two reasons. One is the geophysical interest in this field, the other is
that precise and stable orbits are required, for many other satellite studies. The
oceanographic SEASAT A mission, for example, required orbits over the ocear¡
areas with a precision equal to the rneasurement accuracy, or a few tens of centimetres.
This'requirement can be met with preçise laser tracking, provided thal a sufficient
qumber of stations are available. ,The former requirement of, improved resolution
and precision fo¡ geophyqical purposes can be met ,in:part by ground tracking, but
significant future progress will be possible only by introducing new techniques.
Satellite-to:satellite microwave, Doppler tracking is one possibility although laser
Doppler tracking has been studied and may result in very mdor accurac¡r imp¡ove-
ments. Gradiometer measur:ements of the gravity field gradient is another possibility.
In both p{ogrammes the required low-flying satellites must be fitted with surface
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force compenSätion devices' The Spâce Shuttle' may be a convenient vehicle for
l a u n c h i n g t h e S e S p a c e c r a f t : . , ì , ] ' L ì : : ' ' l i ' l :

Studies of ,the temporal variations,in'the gravity'field provide estimates of the
mass redistribution associated with solid and ocean tides and within the atmosphere.
Precision laser,tracking of low satellites will probably be the best way of observing
these effects since many of these changes result in orbital perturbations that are
longer than a day or so, and the direct gravity sensing instruments may not have
sufficieùt long-term stability. : I

Fresent astronomical methods of measuring the Earth's rotation are reaching their
limits in both precision and in resolution and space techniques, whether they be
satellite tracking, lunar ranging or radio interferometry, will make irnportant contri-
butions in the near future. The choice of technique is perhaps not evident. For
the' determination of the variations in the speed of rotation,, lunar laser range observâ-
tions giVe'ther most, direct result' except 'that observations are not' possible around
new Moon, lA combination of the lunar range measureilr:ents with laser ranging to
high satellites'in stable orbits, such as LAGEOS, offers a solution with the former
providing a measure ofi long-period variations and the latter providing a, measure
of shoft:duration (510 d) changes. Of the láser ranging methods, LAGEOS offers
a better target than the Moon as'far as polar motion determination is concerned.
Long-baseline interferometry measurements will : also contribute to the rotation
determination.

It is important to emphasise that the three new methods of determining the
Earth's rotation are primarily designed for other purposes. Laser ranging to satellites
will always be necessary for gravity field studies, lunar laser range observations
determine the motions of the Moon, ancl long-baseline interferometry provides
information on the structure of the stellar sources. Also, in all cases, not only irregu-
larities in'rotation, contribute to discrepancies between theory and observation.
Often a 'bootstrap' approach is required to separate the rotation parameters from
tidal, crustal motion and gravity perturbations. Finally, these new techniques all
have.their own peculiar errof sources which have not yet been sufficiently tested.
Hence there is a need, at least in the near future, for a three-way approach and for
detailed intercomparisons before concluding whether one method is superior to any
other.

Measurement of precise relative positions wili be of importance in studies of
plate tectonics once centimetre-level accuracies are,attained, Laser ranging to the
LAGEOS satellite appears to be one way to do this. Differential long-baseline
interferometry offers another approach in areas where rapid motions over relatively
short distances are to be observed. Again, no one method can be recommended
as being betterthan any other while there has nof yet been an intensive period of
testing'andrintercorhparisons of competing techniques. In 'view of the need to
measufe both internal deformations and relative motions ,between plates, mobile
stations appear desirable so that a large number of sites can be occupied during
any.one year.,Mobile laser'units for satellite'tracking have been used for some
yeärs by the Goddard Space,Fl'ight Center while'the iet Fropulsion Laboratogy
has used a mobile radio antènna in conjunctioh with a fixed'station. A mobile laser
unit for ranging to both satellites and the Moon has also been proposed (Bender
et aI 1977). Such units could be used for measuring the regular slow motions asso-
ciâted with the global: tectorÍic framework as well as for measurements in areas where
sudden and rapid deformation is observed or to monitor post-seismic deformations.
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